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Then Youna Man Kills Himself Says Telegram Small Holders Will One Bystander Killed and Three
Being Unable to Make His Esbe Left Out In Cold, so
Trainmen Hurt In the Yards
cape From Throng.
to Speak.
at Peoria. Illinois.

Jerome Touched at Last and Cries
Out Against Obloquy on
Memory of Dead.
Evelyn Nesblt
Thaw resumbed the stand in the
Thaw trial this morning and Delmas
oontinued the direction of the exam
(nation of the witness.
It is emected that Delmas will
keen the witness all day with his di
If he can do this,
rect examination.
the Jury will be left for their two
holidays with the story of the young
wife, unmarred by
In their minds, and Mrs. Thaw will
have two days to rest before tho
prosecution seeks to. break down the
favorable testimony developed by the
defense.
It will also give Jerome a chance
to look up a number of witnesses
whose names Mrs. Thaw whispered to
him in telllrg her story yesterday.
By consent of both sides these
names were withheld from the court.
the
When Mrs. Thaw resumed
stand this morning Delmas continued
reading that one of the letters which
was Interrupted by the adjournment
yesterday.
White Tried to Separate Them.
After the letter reading was con
eluded Delmas returned to the direct
examination.
After her return from
Europe in October, 1903, Mrs. Thaw
said White called her on the telephone and said he must Bee her on a
matter of life and death, and she
permitted him. to call.
White Immediately began to talk
about Thaw and told her that differ
ent actresses had told him that
Evelyn was in Europe with Thaw,
He asked why she went around with
a man who took morphine.
He positively stated that Thaw took mor
phine, and advised her to have noth
ing to do with htm.
He also sent
other people to see her, who told
her stories about Thaw.
One day White took her to see Abe
Hummel, who,
hue told her, was
the greatest lawyer In New York, and
that Hummel would protect her from
Thaw. Hummel said he had a case
against Thaw in his office, but that
the woman in the case was a very
bad one and he did not think the
case was much good. He then said
that Thaw was a very bad man, and
above all things she (Evelyn) must
be protected from Ulm.
"They asked me If I went to Eur
ope of my own accord," continued
the witness, "and I replied I certain
ly did.
I said my mother left be
cause I had quarreled with her and
could not dance for a year, (on ac
count of her health) and I liked
Thaw and could not do anything
else.
'Nevertheless,' Hummel said
'you are a minor and he should not
have taken you away from your
mother.' I said he did not take me
away.
White said strong methods
must be taken to keep Thaw out of
New York and to protect myself, and
that I must help every way I could
Jerome Is Pricked to Objection.
Mrs. Thaw told of several times
when White attempted to renew hi
acquaintance with her after her mar
riage.
She told Thaw of the at
tempts and it made him excited.
Delmas asked her what her rela
tions were with Jack Barrymore
the actor.
She replied that she met
Rarrymore at White's studio before
she attended the party prior to her
going to Europe, and later Harry
more asked her to marry him.
At the afternoon session Jerome
objected to further "defamation be
Ing thrown upon the dead, who hav
no chance to answer." Delmas had
asked Mrs. Thaw If Thaw had told
her the fate of other gills at the
hands of this man White, when
Jerome objected.
Delmas said he
had no desire to besmirch the name
of the dead.
He was introducing letters by Thaw
lo corroborate
the question, whe
Justice Fitzgerald said he thought
further evidence as to Thaw's Insanity should be introduced before further testimony along today's line was
taken.
The line of examination was
then changed and Mrs. Thaw was
asked to identify more letters.
Hummel Squeezed $1,000.
The witness said that Hummel had
drawn up a statement to tho effect
that Thaw had taken her from her
mother and had badly treated her,
but she refused to sign It.
Later
Hummel asked her for her letters
from Thaw, and she had given them
to him.
Hummel wanted her to sue
Thaw for breach of promise and was
very angry when she refused.
When she told Thaw later of her
experiences with Hummel, Thaw wai
much agitated and said Hummel was
a blackmailer.
Mrs. Thaw testified
of then going to her own lawyer and
relating her experiences.
Her lawyer, she said, was greatly Incensed
and said Hummel was a "shyster."
Thaw told her she ought not to speak
with White again, and accused her
of improper relations with
White
since her return from Europe, and
witness told him it was a He.
tine day White came to her hotel
and asked her what she had told
Hummel about him, and the replied
nothing."
White then said she
must have told him something,
Hummel had just "squeezed" a
New York, Feb. 8.
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THE REFORM REPRESENTATIVE FROM BERNALILLO COUNTY GETS A (iMMI'SK IN HIS DREAMS
OF THE "FELLOWS THAT NEED REFORMING," AND HE PRAYS TO HE TAKEN INTO GOOD FELLOWSHIP, AND GIVEN A SEAT ON THE BAND WAGON.
i

thousand dollars out of him, and he
was not going to. send him another
thousand.
Married Thaw at Last.
She related how she persistently
refused to marry Thaw, but finally
.
did so.
Mrs. Thaw testified she told Thaw
that other girls met a fate similar to
hers through White.
The trial has adjourned
until
Monday.
TO BREAK PREVIOUS

SWIMMING RECORDS.
Buffalo, Feb. 8. The much discussed swimming match between C.
W. Daniels of the New York Athletic
club and H. O. Handy, of the Chicago Athletic association, will take
place in the Young Men's Christian
association swimming baths here tonight. The distance will be half a
mile, and the race will take place
In a pool which Is 60x20 feet in size.
A new record is almost sure to be
established and experts believe that
twelve minutes will be beaten. The
present holder Is C. W. Daniels of
the New York Athletic club.
VAST TERRITORY

FOR
SETTLERS IN CANADA.
Ottowa, Feb. 8. The new Dominion lands bill which was before the
house today applies to over half a
million acres of land for settlement
in the provinces of Manitoba, Alberta, Saskatchewan and the northwest territories; also to another half
million acres of land In the Peace
dlstxldt of British Columbia
lying east of the Rocky mountains.
The bill provides that no homestead
entry conveys the right to salt, coal,
petroleum, natural gas, gold, silver,
copper, Iron or other minerals, or the
water rights or privileges within.
government retains
The Dominion
all these rights.
The bill is expected to become law during the
present
session Immediately after
which this vast territory will be
thrown open for settlement.
'rlh-.H-

SALE OF A

FAM-

OUS PENITENTIARY.
Brooklyn, Feb. 8. Commissioner
Coggey, of the department of corrections, today sold to a building
contractor the old King county penitentiary building which was erected
In 1861. In its time it has sheltered
many noted criminals, but had to be
abandoned owing to its unsanitary
condition. One of the conditions of
sale is that the purchaser shall demolish to a level, two feet below the
curb, the entire building and remove
all the material before April 1.
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HAS GIVEN $79,000,000

REPRESENTATIVES WILL BE
IN ALE FOREIGN CAPITALS

New York, Feb. 8. The funds o
the general education board, which
was increased to $43,000,000 by the
amazing gift of $32,000,000 by John
D. Rockefeller, in a lump sum yesterday, is to be raised to $50,000,000,
acordlng to expectation of members
of the board. Additional donations
from other rich men, friends of
Rockefeller, who are Interested with
him in charitable enterprises, are expected. John D. Rockefeller's gifts
to education have now reached the
total of $79,000,000.

Kan Francisco, Feb. 8. Before tho
1st of last April the estlmnted popu
latlon of San Francisco was half a
million. During the week of the fire
there was an estimated loss of 375,
000. According to figures of the Cal
are now In San Francisco 428,000

Penxa, Russia, Feb. 8. S. A. Alex
Washington, Feb. 8. The senate
androvsky, governor of Penxa, wa committee on agriculture la preparwas
leaving a ing to consider the resolution looking
shot and killed as he
theater last night.
to the leasing of public lands for
(Taxing purposes.
More Extended Account.
A large delegation of western catPensa, Russia. Feb. 8. S. A. Alex
is already here to support the
androvsky, governor of Penxa, was tlemen
An effort will be made to
hot and killed by a young man as measure. provision
covering the point
tho
he was leaving a theater last night. have
in the agricultural ap
In a desperate attempt to escape the Incorporated
bill as an amendment,
assassin also killed the assistant propriation
text of which has already been
chief of police and a policeman and the
wounded the manager of the theater. proposed by Senator Burkett.
The amendment authorizes
tin
Before the terrorist could be captured
to from time to time es
he shot himself and during the night presidentgrazing
from,
unre
tablish
districts
died In a hospital. The assassin was
and unappropriated public
not Identified. The bullets which he served
The ques
used were subsequently discovered to lends,willby proclamation. subject
tlon
be made the
for
be poisoned. Alexandrovsky was the hearing
b y the committee next Mon
Russian commissioner to St. Louis in day.
1903 and visited the United States In
measure wilt be opposed upon
connection with the work.
Later theThe
ground that if it becomes a law
he was at the head of tho Red Cro
cattle companies
soclelty service In the war between It will give the big range
to the ex
of the
Russia and Japan, and many sensa a monopoly
tlonal charges weer made against elusion of the small holders.
him In this connection by the press
SCARCITY OF LABOR
of Russia.
IN NORTHERN STATES.
NO CARS TO TRANS
Green Bay, Wis., Feb. 8. So great
PORT WISCONSIN ICE. la the scarcity in the northern part
Madison, Wis., Feb. 8. Though of this state that a number of lum
the ice harvest is a capital one this ber camps have been abandoned.
year dealers are unable to get cars Over 2,000 men are required and the
to transport it and a grave situation situation is all the more remarkable
presents Itself, for the car shortage when it Is considered that the pay
Is sure to cause an Ice famine in this runs to $40 a month, all round. The
section next summer. On the Mis- employment agencies are now offer
sissippi river between La Crosso and ing to furnish transportation from
Lake Pepin, millions of tons of Ice any part of the country and provide
are harvested each winter to supply baggage.
To make matters worse
half a dozen northwestern and mid there is no prospect of relief until
die states, and . the car shortage at the spring. Even then It Is feared
the present time is sure to have far railroad work will be opened up to
reaching effects. The attention of far more than take care of any sur
the interstate commerce commission plus in the labor market. One line
has been called to the matter.
Gdoiio in
will require two
thousand men. Work has been so
plentiful In the woods all last seaBENEFIT AUTHOR'S MATINEE IN NEW YORK. son that the lumber Jacks and their
"living on the Inter
New York, Feb. 8. An "Author's kin are still
Matinee" for the benefit of the Mary est of their money," and can not be
Fisher's Home for Superanuated induced to work until their money
Bralnworkers was held In the Astor runs short.
gallery of the Waldorf today. It isj
an annual affair, consisting chiefly XEW RAILROADS TO JIE
CONSTRUCTED IN CHILE
of original readings by well known
Santiago, Chile, Feb. 8. The bill
writers. The Mary Fisher home has
won fame as a haven of rest for prodivlng for the construction of the
worn out literary folk, teachers and proposed longitudinal railroad, which
others, who live by the work of their will cost $37,500,000,
was finally
brains. Hundreds of such are sup- passed by congress today. The gov
ported In comfort, amid congenial ernment guarantees five per cent In
surroundings, in tht two branches of terest on the capital.
Before the
the home at Tenafly, N. J., and bill became law the representatives
Mount Vernon, N. Y. The "Author's of the German and English syndl
Matinee" has become a notable fea- cateB offered to bid for the whole of
ture In the New York literary sea- the amount. The president has got
son and today all tho best known authority from the senate to enter
members of the professioti were In Into contracts for construction of the
road.
attendance.
spk-ln-

Ifomla promotion committee there
Realizing that throughout
Europe
there Is a large class of deslrabl
people dlssatlslied with their condl
tlon and contemplating emmigration
to some other country, the promotion
committee has arranged to have rep
resentatinn in all forelg ncapltals fo
steering these people to California

Boilermakers Strike.
liloomington, 111., Feb. 8. A strike
of all botlermakers and helpers of AERO CLUB OF AMERICA
MEET IN NEW YORK,
the Chicago & Alton railway, numNew York, Fe. 8. At a meetin
bering 200, began today. They want
of the Aero Club of America today
an increase in wages.
It was announced that the number
of entries for the great baloon race
M RTIAL KWV PROCLAIMED IN SPAIN. at St. Louis, Oct. 13. for the James
Bennett International aero
Madrid, Feb. 8. Though martial Gordon cup,
has exceeded the number
law has now been proclaimed over nautlc
expected.
The list of competitors
a week the food tax riots In Valen- now
Includes members of the French
cia and the surrounding district still English,
Spanish and Herman clubs
continue, and it is stated that tho The last entry
was that of the Royal
workmen who have struck are not Aero
club of Eapana. which will be
receiving much opposition from the
Imperial forces sent to quell the represented by Captain A. Kendal
an
riots. A movement was lnaugurat- - Y. Duanl, Lieut. Kmilio Herrera
All th
ed here today to do away with the Senor K. O. de Salmanaca.
in
competed
Spaniards
the (race
g
everlasting bread trouble by
Th
the English channel.
the bakeries as a popular across
trust, with Individual participation, names of the French and Knglis
be
will
announced In
at as low a price as a peseta, or 20 contestants
of foreign
cents, monthly, tho bread to be sold few days. The baloona
be
will
competitors
admitted int
at cost price. The movement which this country free of duty.
is headed by the mot influential men
In the country will protect the consumer, and stop the quarrels between FINAL CALL ON LONDON
UNDERGROUND STOCK
employes and employed.
New York, Feb. 8. The stock
holders of the Underground Electrl
cal Railway ctompany, of London
were called on today for final pay
per cent of the!
ment of twenty-fiv- e
fully
subscriptions, making
them
paid. Tho company controls prac
tlcally all of the railways of Lon
don and has a capital of $25,000
000, half of which Is owned In Lon
don, and half in tills city. The con
structlon will be completed in si
months.
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GOVERNOR MAKES FIRST VETO
ON

0

TECHNICALITY

Wants Pay Roll Signed by Territorial
Secretary on Vouchers From Auditor,
Not Chairman of Houses.

Chicago, Feb. 8. One employe waa
killed and a dosen passengers Injured.
nine seriously, when train No. S om
the St. Paul collided today within th
city limits with a switch engine draw- Ing a train of empty passenger coach
es. No. 6 Is the "Champion flyer"
and runs between St. Paul and Chicago.
TWO FREIGHTS MEET IN
HEAD-OCOLLISION
Chicago, Feb. 8. In a head en
collision two freights on the Lake
Shore today one waa killed and three
All were members
fatally Injured.
of the train crew. . The wreck waa
caused by misunderstanding signal.
N

PASSENGER GOES THROUGH
SWITCH WITH FATAL RESULT.
Peoria, Feb. 8. A Burlington
train went through a switch l
the yards here thla morning and col
lided wli a freight on a aiding.
James Klsewetter, who was standing
beside the track at a street crossing,
was killed, and three trainmen were
seriously hurt.
pa-se-

LEAPS

ng

FH

TRAIN

.

Texas Horse Thief MaRes Escape at Clayton. N. M . by
Drugging Sheriff.
Special to The Evening Citizen.
Clayton, N. M., Feb. 8. Bob
a notorious Colorado desperado, who was arrested at Pueblo last
week,, is again at liberty. While In
the custody of Deputy Sheriff Brite.
of Guymon, Texas, whom he drugged,
he filed the chains off the handcuff
and leg Irons which had been placed
upon him, and then risked his life by
leaping through the window of A
Pullman sleeper while the train waa
running fifty miles an hour.
Bloodstains on the ground where
McManus Jumped from the Pullman
indicate he was Injured by his leap,
but not badly enough to prevent hie
escape. A large and heavily armed
posse is now scouring the country In
the vicinity of Mt. Dora, in the northeastern portion of New Mexico, for
the escaped bandit.
'
The men at the head of the posse
have orders not to give quarter t
McManus should he show the least
signs of resisting recapture.
When, where and how MeManuJ
secured the file which he used In severing his leg irons and handcuffs and
how he performed this tedious Job Is
a deep mystery, made all the more
so by reason of the fact that he wa
handcuffed to Deputy Sheriff Brltel.
with whom he occupied a lower berth
In the sleeper.
The deputy sheriff
was asleep all the time McManus was
filing at his leg irons and handcuffs
and did not wake up until he saw hi
prisoner leaping through the winus,

dow.

It Is believed that McManus gave
the deputy sheriff some opiate in
whisky they were drinking, and was
PAYROLL BILL PASSES OVER VETO
thus enabled to escape.
BY SOLID REPUBLICAN VOTE. 32 TO 3
McManus was arrested in i'ueb!'
last week on the charge of iiorw
stealing.
He surrendered
quietly,
because Otllcers Hell and Padovlnas.
live stock shall bo taxed by the oun
Special lo The Evening Citizen.
commissioners 8 mills as a specla who captured him, got the "drop" on
Santa Fe, N. M., Feb. 8. Governor ty
him before he discovered that the
levy for two years, and 4 mills there'
message,
to
house
the
Hagerman in a
after, for bounty funds of the counties officers wanted him. When searched
Colt's rethis morning vetoed the house Joint for coyotes, wild cats and lynx. The at Pueblo, two
He
No. 4, containing the pay bounty Is for lynx $3, lobos $20, bears volvers wele found on MeManus.
resolution
"Lady
rode the horse which he Is accused
and lions $10.
roll and contingent expense appropThe Baca bill for an electric light of having stolen Into Pueblo, where
riation, amounting to about $6,000.
The governor stated that ho vetoed plant at the penitentiary passed the he placed It in the Metropolitan
carrying stables.
the measure because he believed that house with an amendment
the moneys for the pay of employes an additional appropriation of $5,000, I
IIKI I: III VDKI I) Alts
ARRANGEMENTS COMPLETE
should be drawn by the territorial making the total appropriation $20,- OF OICAM.I S DKSTKOVKD.
FOR OCEAN MOTOR RUT secretary on warrants from the audi- 000.
8.
Owing to
I. os Angeles.
Feb.
The house vas asked by W. S.
Miami, Fla., Feb. 8. All arrange tor, and not by the president of the
council and the speaker of the house. Hopewell in a letter to take a trip the Inability of the southern Calimerits are complete for the startln
to
fornia railroads
handle freight
He said he did not intend to relied on a Kpeclal train through Torrance
of the ocean motor race from here
upwards of 30U cars of oranges went
on uny member of the assembly in county w hen it so desired.
to Bermuda. Sir William Gray-W- ll
Council was In executive session all to the bal at t 'niton within the past
the remotest. The governor quoted
son, govermt, of the Bahamas
few days.
The recent char weather
looking after the contestants and th the law on the subject and asked the morning on the question of employes. gave
growers an opportunity to pick
house to act accordingly. The mes' United States navy has furnished
the fruit to save the crop, and thi
war vessel for the purpose of actin sage was referred to the committees U;ovi:itoK ovi:i:iui.i:i itv
In a deluge of freight that
iiKPciu.ic.w von: resulted
solid
as escort to the race. The distance on judiciary, which Immediately held
e
has swamped
the railroads.
is 160 miles. The weather Is favor a meeting, following a recess of the Special to The Evening Citizen.
has
Southern
time
the
Pacific
N'. M.. Feb. S.
house
The
2 p. in.
Fe.
Santa
until
house
able.
been handling the Santa Fe overflow
The Sunday law was again In the jthis afternoon, upon i vcoinineii'lation
K I S
lime light when Studley of Raton In- of the committee on Ju'liiiiry. Holt of freight as far eastward as DrillV
S
troduced a bill to exempt from the chairman, passed the pay roll reso- -' ing. New Mexico, uinl in some
BILL I Oil NEW MEXICO
even farther, but with the
statute, lution over the governor's veto. Tho
provisions of the present
EMPLOYES TO PRESIDENT
persons who observe other days in resolution then went to the council. rush they now have on their own
the week Instead of Sunday. After The vote In tho house was 21 for and lines the Southern Pacific is unable
4 .Special to The Evening Citizen.
Every republican, alleged to render further assistance to the
a lively debate the bill was referred 3 against.
8. The
Feb.
Washington.
to the committee on Judiciary. It Is reformers, etc., voted to pass the reso- - Santa Fe and has discontinued t
speaker of the house signed the
Loco BtitcsTcrto
especially drafted for the benefit of lution. The democrats Hudspeth, lo si The lines have all they can
urgent deficiency tUI, which em-carry without the oranges and when
powers the New Mexico leglsla-- f
the Hebrews who observe Saturday, Mulllns and Moran voted no.
THE LATE LORD DELAVAL B FRI'Sl'ORD, OF MEXICO, AND MIS
Council passed resolution No. 4 2i'U or Son ears of oranges are turnami the Seventh Day Adventlst Bapto employ additional em-- i
ture
NEGRESS WIFE, "LADY FLO," WHO MAY CAUSE TROUBLE TO ADover the governor's veto by a vote of ed over to them daily they can hardtists, who ulso observe Saturday.
ployes.
It went to the president
MIRAL SIR CHARLES, OF THE ENGLISH NAVY, AND THE OTHER ti today.
Introduced the animal 11 to 0. Dalies not being present ly handle the business ut all. The
Herrera
losj to the growers Is serious.
ENGLISH HEIRS.
bounty bill, which provides that all owing to Illness.
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boon here ever since the will of

THE EVENING CITIZEH

late eccentric lord was opened, and
he has been In conference with the
negress several times. The lost conference was yesterday afternoon, and
he left Immediately for Kansas City,
to meet Admiral Lord Charles Hereford, who reached New York Tuesday and will start for El Paso Saturday.
Following the visit of the lawyer,
a newspaper reporter who called was
told by "Lady" Flo that she had
nothing to sny.
"But Lord Beresford In New York
says that you have been settled
with," Bhe was told.
"It's a lie," she declared, and she
slammed the door.
"I ain't goln' to
Then Bhe Bald:
men
nothln'
give you newspaper
more to write about me. You go on
and 'tend to yo' business an' I'll 'tend
to mine. It's nobody's business what
1 does about my husban's
elate."
"Lady" Flo came to El Paso from
the Beresford ranch In Mexico shortly aftr the death of Lord Beresford
In the wreck at Enderlln, N. D., and
tleclured she meant to contest for a
widow's share of the estate, as he
had only left here $10,000. She said
she had lived as his common law
years and could win.
wife twenty-fiv- e
She left. In anger, for the ranch In
Mexico, and a few days later the
announcement was made that the
Mexican government had refused to
recognise her and had turned over
the estate to Judge Hammond as the
legal representative of the execution
er and heirs.
Judge Hammonod left for the
ranch and returned to El Pnso this
"Lady" Flo appeared about
week.
the some time and he has met with
her on several occasions since then.
Judge Leigh Clark, who was the
personal attorney of the deceased
ranchman, has also been at the meet
ings, It Is said, and it is generally be
has been
lieved that a settlement
reached, for lawyers say the negress
contest
successfully
her
not
could
claim of common law wife In the
courts on account of her color, and
that, since the deceased left her $10,- 000, she would be doing well to get
anything from the heirs.
It Is thought they settled a sum
upon her rather than have the unpleasant notoriety of a fight, and
that she has accepted, but she denies
It. The fact, however, that she refuses to go Into details leads to the
belief that she hus settled, for in the
past she has been ready to talk and
it has always been In a braggadocia
manner, about what she would and
could do. Now, all of a sudden, she
declares she has nothing to say and
that "It's nobody's business."
Some say that if she has settled,
Bhe simply took the $10,000 and no
more; that the heirs were well aware
that she could get nothing in a legal
fight in the courts and simply agreed
to hand over her share at once, if
she would make no fight. It is said
the brothers in England do not care
If she makes a fight, for all England
knew of the wayward ranchman
brother In America, and a legal con
test over his fortune with a negress
would not make matters any worse.
Many thought for a time that this
matter had all been kept quiet and
that the stories of his past life, when
cabled to England, would create a
sensation, but it appears that they
were known there about as well as
here.
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HISS MORTON IS
MARRIED IN
NEW YORK
Daughter of Former Santa Fe
Vice President Weds With
Great Eclat.
IDCKY

EMM

GLU3

EDIN NEW

IS

YORK

JQnc Ore Admitted Free From
Beresford's Wife Denies Settlement With Heirs.

Mexico

Kew York:

church

SL Thomas'

u crowded when Miss Pauline
too. daughter of Mr. and Mrs.

Mor.

Paul

'Morton, and J. Hopkins Smith, Jr.,
were married.
White roses were
profusely to mark the pews and
abas to decorate the palms, which
Conned a bower behind the chaneel
ran. Simplicity was observed in the
Mr. Morton
wedding arrangements.
is president of the Kqultable Life.
Mian Morton's white satin empire
acvwn was almost untrlmmed except
fur m surplice of embroidered satin.
II er Tell of tulle was caught with a
ehaplet of orange blossoms.
Miss Mary Can by. of Chicago, was
swaia of honor, and the Misses Kath-crla- s
Klkina, or Washington; Jean
OUrcr. of Pittsburg; Florence How-lanof Boston; Kmily Ames, of
omeo; Martha McCook and Tilly Lee
Vasa. of New York, were bridesTheir gowns were white
maids.
chiffon, cut empire,
and with a
myriad of tucks.
Pale blue Bonnes
auad bats with blue plumes added a
They carried pink
touch of color.
mia, St John Smith was best man.
Tba Rev. Mr. Ernest Stires officiated.
Mrs. Paul Morton wore silver gray
toque of gray leaves
Wocade. with
aaa a stole of silver fox. Mrs. Philip
XVUg wore black velvet, trimmed
with Russian sable, and Mrs. Payne
'Whitney also wore black.
Other
NURSERY PRODUCTS
a,tnjtla were Mr. and Mrs. Edward J.
C.
Cuyler,
C.
Verwlnd. Mr. and Mrs.
AND
FRUIT
SHADE TREES,
Mr. and Mrs. Charles B. Alexander,
Mr. and Mrs. K. Rollins Morse, Miss SHRUBS, VINES AND FLOWERS.
BUY OF SOME ONE YOU KNOW.
Annie Best and K. Y. Smith.
N. W. ALGER, 124 SO. WALTER
STREET.
KOCKT MOUNTAIN CLUH
ORGANIZED IN GOTHAM.
Notice.
All parties interested In the conKew York: New York city has a
Rocky
cement
walks, work guarstruction
of
organisation,
social
the
Mountain club, the charter member- - anteed, please leave orders at the ofaftiia) of which embraces nearly all of fice of La Opinion Publlca.
All ar- XIm prominent western men living rangements for work of that kind
will be made at the above office.
LOUIS TRUJILLO.
John Hayes Hammond Is president
mt the club, A. J. Sellgman vice presItching riles.
ident. William B. Thompson treasurer
If you are acquainted with anyone
ama James J. McEvllly secretary.
with this distressing
Mr. McEvilly'a offices are in No. 32 who Is troubled
liberty street
He Bald yesterday aliment you can do him no greater
than to tell him to try Chamthat the club proposes to keep a spe favor
berlain's Salve. It gives instant rerial register of the expected arrival lief.
Price 25 cents per box. Sold
members, a bureau
ttf
by all druggists.
sjsT Information for them, and a stand
Ins; corps of volunteers to see that
We do It right. ROUGH DRY. Imxhey are properly cared for during perial
Laundry Co.
ttx-i-r
stay In New York.
Former and present residents of
Subscribe for The Evening Citizen,
California, Oregon, Washington, Mon
'tana, Idaho, Wyoming, Utah, Nevada,
Mexico,
New
Arizona,
Colorado.
North Dakota, South Dakota and
.Alaska are eligible for membership.
Tka initiation fee is $50. and the an
stoat dues $50 for residents, and $25
members.
.lor
Some of the prominent members of
the dab are Benjamin B. Thayer. F.
Jtagustus Heinle. Arthur P. Helnze,
Alexander Tarbell. A. Chester Beatty,
Venator Jonathan Bourne, of Oregon:
Saaator Nixon, of Nevada: W. W.
aThoely. W. A. Clark, Jr., H. C. Davis,
James T. Flnlen, Donald II. (J lilies,
George K. Uunn, Prof. William E
Hidden. Thomas M. Hodgens, Frank
VT. Holmes. Edward O. Hotter, J. Q
Hopkins. Barton Kewell, Thomas H.
Kfaarpe. George Mitchell and Edward
'IV Kewhouse.
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YORK IS

f OPUS
Increased $400,000,000 Last
Year. Now Reaching
$5,800,000,000.

T0l0

WILLING

Union" Is Crowing
Numbers and Influence--Wan- t
to be Called Prodigies.

"Feak

New

Yiwk.

Feb.

8.

The

In

Tax

Its report deal-

Board has Just Issued
ing with the assessment valuation of
the land of New York City, and so
astounding are the figures they alThe
most take ones breath away.
valuation for 1907 Is $400,000,000
1906,
while
larger than It was for
the total land valuation of the city
now reaches the enormous sum of
Oh! shades of Man$5,8000,000,000.
hattan who bartered the whole
Island for
but I must proceed.
The figures are so staggeringly large
that It Is Indeed hard for the layman to appreciate their full significance, but when we consider that
the estimated value of of all property In the United States, Including
farms, mines, railroads and everything else is $110,000,000,000, it is
of the
more than
whole. The land wealth, therefore,
greater
than
of New York City is
the entire wealth of many states put
to
together, and is equal
the entire
wealth of one territorial quarter of
the whole country. But comparisons with foreign countries afford
It Is
results even more startling.
equal to all the wealth of continental Australia, of Belgium or of scatwhich spreads, as
tered Canada,
the Canadians proudly boast, from
the Atlantic to the Pacific. It Is 25
per cent more than the entire wealth
of Holland, or of Spain or of Sweden and Norway Combined, and Doud
ble that of Switzerland, or Is
that
that of Italy,
h
that of
of Austro-HungarRussia, and
that of Great
and Ireland,
Britain
thut of Germany. Wonderful city;
and Improving.

I

Cocaine anil Other Poisons.
The campaign against cocaine and
other pernicious drugs has not commenced one minute too soon for it
Is calculated
that there are no less
than 85,000 to 100,000 "fiends" In
this city.
The new law providing
penalties In cases where the drug Is
sold by any person without the pre- -'
scirptlon of a physician is not In the
least drastic, for the traffic In the
drug is so profitable, and such an
enormous quantity of it Is sold, that
the average druggist who deals In It
Is perfectly willing to be fined a small
Organized labor
sum occasionally.
has rallied to the aid of the fight
against the drug and 75.000 men have
endorsed the bill and will have a delegation at Albany on Thursday next
when a bill will come before the
house. There is no doubt but the
druggists who sell cocaine and morphine to young persons are more vic
ious than the worst type of criminal
but the question is, has the habit
taken too deep a hold?

'

one-thir-
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Distressing Story of Wunt.
Alois Hoffman, a baker, who' lives
In a cellar In east 88th street, having
travelled all over the city looking for
being
unsuccessful,
work,
and
could not see his wife and children
starve before his eyes. At his wits
end to get them food he put the fol
lowing advertisement In a New York
paper.
"Starving family wish any work to
do for winter; clothing and shoes
wanted; landlord will put them on
the street; I will give my skin and
blood before they go homeless. Jan- Itress, 112 east 88th St."
He declares that as a last resort he
will sell his skin for grafting purposes
and his life's blood for the purpose of
experiment, for money to keep his
wife and children alive. Surely such
deserves success.

(ml Pity the Poor.

On lower Broadway a few days
ago a little old woman with a coarse
shawl wrapped around her shoulders,
and an old Irish lace frill cap on
her head, bent peering on the asphalt pavement totally oblivious to
the great danger she was 'running
owing to the congested traffic. In
reply to a policeman who approached
her she said she lost some money.
After looking at the worn old face
the blue coat too got busy and when
two newsboys Joined In, a street car
stopped and then another. The driver of a big truck clambered down
and Joined in the search and In a few
minutes all traffic In the busiest part
of the city was effectively blocked as
of
If the fire brigade had possc-ssioIt.
"Is this part of It?" said the po
liceman, who had found a dime. "Yes
sir," Bald the old woman Joyfully,
"that's the lot of It." She streched
her small gnarled hand for the little
coin and then the policeman led her
back to the curb. The cars rattled
on, the big truck swung on Its way
and the big policeman stood silently
at his post. No one thought to Jibe
and swear as they saw the look of
Joy that came into the old woman's
eyes when her lost coin was returned.

'

Mrs. Anna Sanders of No. 312 Richmond
Street, suffered with Rheumatism for two years.
One bottle of Cooper's New Discovery cured her
HEAD THIS LETTER.
DAYTON, OHIO.

Gentlemen: "I have suffered tor two year with rheumatism in my arms and lower limbs. Most of the time
1 could scarcely
get around or attend to my household
duties. I sutTered intense pain all the time. One bottle
of Cooper's remarkable medicine cured me. I think you
have the grcutest rheumatism medicine in the world."
MRS. ANNA SANDERS,
312 Richmond St., Cincinnati, Ohio.

a

A

ANOTHER REMARKABLE CURE
t

t

targe quantities of the ores in
tmtUon are brought to this country
I rum Mexico and the ruling Is a big
victory for miners In that country
and a defeat for the zinc miners of
Missouri, on whose contention the
sluty was put on.
Shippers have entered ull sui'h
res under protest, but have hail to
pay the duty and now they will get
This Is parlarge sums of rebate.
ticularly the case at Kl Paso, v here
large importations ure made.
FliO HEMES TIIVT ANY
in i:
Kl Paso: Although it is believed
ccrltllrt that a sett lenient has been
made by the lleresfords with "Lady"
Fix Wolff by which she will not
nuke a contest of the will of the lute
Delavel Beresford, she alo-luteldeclined to contirin such agree- sniit.-- but on the other hand declared. It's a lie."
It U known thut Judge O. D. Ham- -

Hs

mii:

jr

meTr.

fc

t

Mr. Gus. Vogeler, 163 Mandevillc, New Orleams,
says: "I was laid up with sciatic rheumatism for three years
and was to bad that most of the time I was unable to walk.
1 have been using the Cooper medicine for about a week and
1 am now able to be
my improvement hut been wonderful.
up and about and the pain has kit me. 1 am very thankful
to have found a cure at lust"

t
t

........
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SAMJl FS.

Get a Bottle of Cooper's New
Discovery Today and Start
To Get Well

It will expel the rheumatism poison from your blood and neutralize the acids in your system. It will ttrenglhen
the stomach to that it cun properly digest your food. It will regulate your kidneys and huiid up your whole system. Cooper's Ne v Discovery sells for $1.00 per bottle, six for $5.00. Cooper's Quick Relief costs 50 cents per
bottle. Get them of

The

J--

H. O'RielBy Co.,

CORNER SECOND STREET AND RAILROAD AVENUE

imt.

PROPERTY

PEItSONAL

LOANS.

MONEY to LOAN
Furniture,
Pianos, Organs,
Horses, Wagons and other Chattels;
also on SALARIES AND WAREHOUSE RECEIPTS, as low as flfr
and as high as $200.
Loans are
quickly made and strictly
private.
Time: One month to on year given.
Goods remain in your
possession.
Our rates are reasonable. Call and-seus before borrowing.
THE HOUSEHOLD LOAN CO.
Steamship tickets to and from air
parts of the world.
Rooms 3 and 4, Grant Bide.
315 West Railroad Ave.
PRIVATE OFFICES.
Open Evenings.
On

e

203.

Is sometimes necessary, bnt we
il'M'inl upon the merit of onr
K'xxls nnd fair dealing with
every customer, to Insure our
continual success In the drug
business.

ALVARADO
PHARMACY
Cor. Gold Ave. and First St.

B. H. BRIGGS &
CO.
Proprietors
SEEK A RELIABLE DENTIST
Full Set of Teeth
Filling
Gold Crowns
Puinlcss Extracting
Gold

$1.50 up
$6

60c

ALL WORK ABSOLUTELY GUAR
ANTEED.

WANTED Furnished
rooms
for
housekeeping on highlands; healthy
family of three.
References exchanged. Address X, 711 South
Arno street, City.
WANTED Teams The eianta Fe
Gold & Copper Mining Co., wants
teams for coal haul from Hagan
to the mines, near San Pedro, and
'All good
for other purposes.
teams making application will be
given work. Geo. O. Marrs, Super
Intendent.
AGENTS WANTED.
MEN .AND WOMEN ARE MAKING
$10 to $25 a day selling our embroidery goods. No capital or experience required. Why not youT
Write for samples and exclusive
agency.
U. S.
EMBROIDERY
WORKS, Omaha. Neb.
FOR KENT.
FOR RENT Two rooms for light- housekeeping. Inquire at 300 North
Broadway.
y
FOR RENT A six room
brick house, corner of Seventh
street and Tijeras avenue. Inquire
at Lommorl & Matteuccl, 624
West Tijeras avenue.
FOR RENT Seven-roonew brick
house, furnished part or whole;
large barn and chicken house; two
acres of land. See P. F. McCanna,
or Mrs. P. M. Gavin.
FOR RENT Nicely furnished rooms
$1.00 per week and up; also nice
rooms for light housekeeping $1.00
per week and up furnished
with
stove and cooking utensils
and
dishes.
The Minneapolis House,
524 South Second street, Albuquerque, N. M.
FOR SALE.
FOR SALE A good big cow, wilt be
fresh soon. See George K. Neher.
FOR SALE OR EXCHANGE A
Yost typewriter,
See The Citi
sen.
FOR SALE Majority of stock in es
tablished and paying retail business. Incorporated. Owner wishes
to leave city. Address No. 1126,
Dally Citizen.
ITeaU
of
FOR SALE Twenty-elgfine Jersey cows.
Can be seen at
Hunters' wagon yard, 200 North
Broadway. Come and see them.
The price will be right.
you
FOR SALE At the "Variety"
will find fine home made bread, 5c
a loaf; doughnuts,
pies, baked
beans, soup and other good things
stlrctly home made. Phone 710.
Mrs. Downs, 506 South Arno St.
FOR SALE Snap Lots 13, 14, 15,
In block B, Simpler addition No. 2,
only $600. $60 cash, balance In
Installments of $15 per
month.
Write J. C. Phelan, Fresno, Calif.,
or see E. II. Dunbar, 224 West
Gold avenue.
two-stor-

m

B. P. COPP,

ROOM

12, N. T. ARMIJO

BLDG.

dally witnessed on the street. During the present Immensely cold
weather when the roads are In a very
slippery condition It Is no uncommon
sight to see In all twelve down In the
space of two hundred yards. There
Is no compassion for them whatever
and the moment they fall they are
unmercifully beaten until they get
on their feet again. It is plain that
very few drivers know their business
for If they did they would never start
on their Journey without some loose
straw or better still, some cinders
on their bricks.
Then when the
horse goes down nothing Is simpler
than to spread some of the straw, or
cinders under his fore legs and he
will rise with alacrity.
But to belabor the unfortunate animal for no
fault of his own should not for one
moment be tolerated by the police, or
the agents of the S. P. C. A. who look
on unconcernedly.

Game Plentiful.
is so scarce and
game
fresh
almost impossible under
law, the invention of the poultry
for,
dealers has not failed them
last season's rooks take the place of
partridge and other ordinary pigeons,
specially prepared, pass as northern
woodcock. Then again the common
lark acts for the snipe and so on.
Those facts were given to the public
by a chef who is quitting the business
and who is about to open a saloon.
He further announces the remark
able fact that venison la goat flesh
(ambling ami Pawning.
and that wild ducks and geese are
nothing but the domestic variety
During the trial of a police capspecially
preserved.
Revelations
tain for failing to suppress policy nnd
hand-boo- k
gambling some remarksuch as these are sure to make the
people skeptical as to the dishes
able evidence was given In Jersey
they order. It has been said with
City a few days ago showing the evauthority that there is no dish of food
ils of gambling amongst the poorer
classes. For the defence of the capthat cannot be faked, but when It
comes to the manufacture of artiflcal
tain a grocer was called and swore
eggs now an important Industry in
that very few bets were made In the
Holland it is time for us to immedi
district charged because he had very few bad debts during the year.
ately become vegetarians.
Cruelty to Draft Horses.
Questioned by the prosecuting attorUnder the eyes of the policemen
WILLIAM PARKINSON.
ney as to what bad debts had to do In this city some of the most revoltTO CURE A COLD IN ONE DAY
with gambling the witness said ing cases of cruelty to horses are
Take LAXATIVE BHOMO vjulnlne
Tablets. Druggists refund money if
It falls to cure. E. W. GROVE'S
signature Is on each box. 25c.

THE COOPER MEDICINE CO.,

L

WANTED.
WANTED A dining room girl at the
Columbus hotel.
WANTED Good second hand gunny
sacks. II.i hn's Coal Yard.
WANTKU
More shot
rnulrlnff at
corner of Railroad avenue and
Broadway. P. E. Daniel.
WANTED At once. a hmlm keener
for small family; good poy. Also
good waiter. Colburn's
Employment Agency.
WANTED
Gentleman a second.
hand clothing. No. 615 South Firat
street, south of viaduct. Send address and will call. R. J. Sweeney,
proprietor.
WANTED By gentleman employed?
room wun modern conveniences In
private family; near business center, board if poslble. P. o. Box
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Not Frenk btit Irollglcs.
The "Freaks Union" has been very
Inaugurated
successfully
and Its
membership- - now numbers- - eighty-twapplications
while
for membership are coming from every quater
of the country. Morris, the "Elastic
Skin Mnn," who Is nt present showing on 14th St., is one of the most interested in the union, for It was by
him and Billy Wells, the "Hard-heade- d
Man," Chaney Tripp, the "Armless Wonder" anil Duck Spout the
"Three-eyed- "
prodigy, the movement
was first started.
Morris feels the
position of the "human prodigies"
keenly. He thinks that the managers have no right to call them
"freaks," but should do them the
courtesy of referring to them as "human prodigies." He also complains
freak Is a
that the life of the
thoroughly lonesome one, for If they
associated with the public they would
lose their value as exhibits.
The
latest additions to the Freaks Union
are two fat ladies, a Clrcaslan beauty
(probably from east 24th St.), a legless and armless wonder, a cowhead-e- d
d
woman, a
man a human
eel and a white negro. In connection with the new union, which we
all hope will bo successful, It would
be well to mention that there Is only
one organization In the world where
prodigies are admitted without question, and that Is the Benevolent Or- der of Tigers. This order has been
Incorporated under the laws of Con
necticut and It does a great deal of
good In the way of looking after its
sick members and providing burial
for them when dead. The organization will Immediately make a demand
for better salaries on the managers.

a.

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS

o,

Z.1NC OKKK

ENTER DUTY FREE.
New York: Both the silicate and
carbonate of sine should be admitted
&o the United States free of duty instead of being assessed at 20 per cent
as held by the United
ad valorem,
titates survey at Kansas City, under a
decision announced yesterday by the
ward of general appraisers In this
Sty. The board ruled that silicate
antd carbonate of sine should be
classified as calamine. In the same
decision the board ruled thut
of sine is not a metallic
within the meaning of the law
the
and that It also should come Intomiii-racountry free of duty as a crude

Friday, FF.nnrAnY

er

"COOPER'S FAMOUS REMEDIES
CURED ME OF RHEUMATISM"

non-reside- nt

MKXICAN

VALUE OF

LAND

CITIZEN.

"Why, I guess none of my customers
played the races so they had money
to spend." A pawn-brokfor the
defence made the following statement. "I can tell by the falling off
of my business that there Is no betting.
When there is gambling on
horses In the neighborhood business
Is good.
When there Isn't people
don't pawn so many things and business Is bad.

h

the

EVENING

Home-mad-

Now

e
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HERE'S A BARGAIN
For This Week Only
No. 717 South Kditii,

lots of
S0xH3,
ter see
if

brk--

closets, big rooms, cellar, lot
$1800 if sold this wee. Bet
us or the owner, . A. Imit-ninyou want a homo.

n,

PORTERFIELD CO.
216 West Gold Ave.

PHOFESSIONAL

CARDS

LAWYERS.

Ira

M. Bond.
ATTORNEY AT LAW. 32 F.St,.
N. W., Washington, D. C.
Pensions,
land patents,
copyrights.
caveats.
letter patents, trade marks, claims.
R. W. I. Bryan.
ATTORNEY AT LAW. Albuauer-que, N. M. Office,
First National
Bank building.
E. W. Dobson.
ATTORNEY AT LAW.
Offies.
Cromwell block, Albuquerque, N. M.

DENTISTS.
DR. J. K. KRAFT,
Dental Surgeon.
Rooms 2 and 3, Barnett bulldlns.
over O'Rlellv's druir ntr.ro
No. 744. Appointments made bv mail.
Edmund J. Alger, D. D. S.
No. 306 Railroad avenue.
Offtcs
hours, 9 a. m., to 12:30 p. m.; 1:3
p. m. to 6 p. m. Both phones. Appointments made by mall.

r...

PHYSICIANS.
DR. J. R. HAYNES
lliysiclan and Surgeon.

Rooms
building.

11

and

13.

N. T.

Armllo

W. M. SHERIDAN. M. D.
Homeopathic Physician and Surgeon.
ucciuemai Lire Building. Telephone 886. Albuquerque, N. M.
DR. R. L. HUST.
Office,
N. T. Armljo Bldg.
Tuberculosis treated with High
Frequency Electrical
Current and
Germicide. Treatments given each
day from 8 a. m. to 4 p. m. Trained
nurse in attendance. Both phones.
UNDERTAKER.
Auto, phone 316.
Colo., Red 111
A. BORDERS.
Commercial Club building.
Black
or White hearse, $5.
6-- 8,

ARCHITECTS
F. W. Spencer. Rooms
LOST.
7
BarM.
LOST A small gold watch, a gold nett building, Albuquerque, N.
fob, and class pin 1900. Class pin Both phones.
of great personal value to owner.
CIVIL ENGINEER.
Return to Citizen office and receive
reward.
J. R. Farwell.
Room 23. N. T. Armljo building.
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
NOTARY PUBLIC.
Department of the Interior, Land Office at Santa Fe, New Mexico.
Thos.
K. D. Maddlson.
January 22, 1907.
Office with W. B. Childers,
117
Notice is hereby given that Ramon West Gold avenue.
Padilla of San Rafael. N. M., has
Iiunie Buck.
filed notice of his intention to make
This ailment is usually caused by
final five year- - proof In support of his
Entry No. rheumatism of the muscles and may
claim, viz: Homestead
6689, made December 3, 1901, for the be cured by applying Chamberlain's
SW14, Section Pain Balm two or three times a day
EH NW4, and K
26, Township 10 N, Range 10 W, and and rubbing the parts vigorously at
application.
If this does not
that said proof will be made before each
Jesus M. Luna, ProbaHe Olerk a,t afford relief, bind on a piece of flandampened with Pain
Los Lunas, N. M., on March 7, 1907 nel slightly
He names the following witnesses Balm, and quick relief Is almost sura
For sale by all druggists.
to prove his continuous residence up- to follow.
on, and cultivation of, the land, viz:
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
Jose R. Candelaria, Rafael Baldes,
IMMIGRATION TO THE
Manuel Sanchez, Bisente Pad la, all Department of the Interior,
United
of San Rafael, N. M. .
states Land omce.
ESTANCIA VALLEY
MANUEL R. OTERO.
N.
M.,
Dec.
Santa
19, 1906.
Fe.
Register.
Notice Is hereby given that the following-named
claimant has filed noNOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
FIFTEEN HOMESTEADERS MOVE
tice of his intention to make final
IN
IN TWO
DAYS SOME
proof
support
in
of his claim under
Department of tne interior, Land Of
BRING TIIKIIl FAMILIES.
sections 16 and 17 of the act of
fice at Santa Fe, New Mexico.
3,
1891
March
(26
Stats., 854). as
January 22, 1907.
Nearly fifty homeseekers visited the
Notice is hereby given that Juan amended by the act of February 21,
Estuncia valley yesterday looking over
(27
1893
Stats., 470), and that said
the ground with a view of locating on de DIos Padilla of San Rafael, N. M., proof will be made before
the proof his Intention to
homestead claims, says the New Mex- has filed notice
clerk
at Los Lunas, N M., on
five-yeproof in support bate
ican. Included in the delegation were make final
January
1907,
26.
viz: Mariana Chavhis claim, viz: Homestead Entry
a number of women, and many of of
No. 6688. made December 3, 1901, ez de Otero, for the Small Holding
them were unmarried.
No.
Claim
2547. situate In Sec. 36. T
SEtt.
Some fifteen of the homeseekers for the Wi NE14, and W
26, Township 10 N, Range 10 7 N.. R. 2 E.
arrived in Santa Fe Wednesday night Section
He
names
the following witnesses
V, and that said proof will be made
via. the Atchison. Tupeka and Santa
to prove his actual coatinuoua
adarrived at Tor before Jesus M. Luna, Probate Clerk
Fe and twenly-tiv- e
verse
of said tract for
rance yesterday morning from over at Los Lunas, N. M., on March 7, twenty possession
years
next preceding the surthe Hock Island. Those who came 1907.
He names the following witnesses vey of the township, viz:
by way of the Santa Fe left yesterFrancisco Aragon y Baca, of Los
day afternoon for the valley on the to prove his continuous residence up Lunas,
N. M.; Aniceto Aragon
o
on. and cultivation of, the land, viz:
Santa Fe Central.
Orona, Qulrlno Samore, of Per-aliJose R. Candelaria, Rafael Baldes,
who
Among
homeseekers
the
M.
N.
stopped here while en route were: S. Manuel Sanchez, Bisente Padla, all
Any person who desires to protest
R. Rush. Emma V. Roberts, Emma of San Rafael. N. M.
against the allowance of said proof,
MANUEL R. OTERO.
M. Hill, and Lizzie Mershon of Ana- or who knows of any substantial reaRegister.
darko. ttkla.; Mrs. Davis, Miss Hattle
son tinder the laws and regulations
Davis. Albert Remington and J. W.
of the Interior department why such
Nelglilior (Jot Fooled.
Anderson of Newkirk, Okla.; D. B.
"I was literally coughing myself to proof should not be allowed will be
Becker and F. Van Den berg, of Wich
and had become too weak to given an opportunity at the above
ita. Kansas: John W. Ethrldge, of death, my
bed; and neighbors predict mentioned time and place to cross
Lyons, Kansas; N. M. Alter of Belle leave
would never leave it alive, examine the witnesses of gald claimPluln, Kansas; Eldred Allen of Tina, ed that I got
fooled, for thanks be to ant, and to offer evidence In rebuttal
Mo.; Thomas White of West Liberty, but they
try Dr. King's
mat submitted by claimant.
Iowa, and Dr. W. W. Hobbs of In- God, I was Induced to
New Discovery.
It took Just four
MANUEL. R. OTERO.
dependence, Mo.
to
completely
cure
bottles
dollar
Register.
Three carloads of immigrant outfits one
good
cough
restore
to
me
and
the
Small Holding Claim No. 2547.
reached Kennedy today from point sound
Mrs.
writes
heulth."
Eva
In Oklahoma and Kansas bound for
county,
Grovertown,
(as in the Stomach.
the Estancla valley. Two of them Indiana. of This king of St.irk
cough nnd
Belching and that sense of fullness
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Is to clean up stock once

''fjvj

yearly and open season
with new goods.

DEVELOPE
his cell he was safe,

V.

he

thought,

Perhaps anthis conspiracy.
the farce of from crime
would be committed, and
the footprints. The outrage had oc- other
curred just outside a large colliery, In that case, he thought, In'the Inand hundreds of miners going to nocence of his heart, that It would
clear him. In his wildest dreams
their work had swarmed along every he
could, never have Imagined that
And now we come to

approach, In order to see the pony.
The eoft, wet soil was trampled up
by them from 6 o'clock onwards; yet
on 4 o'clock that afternoon, eight
hours after the seizure of the boots,
we have Inspector Campbell endeavoring to trace a similarity In tracks.
Now, once again, the police are
trying to make a point which In
ttself would help them, but which
with their other
is Incompatible
points.
Their original theory was
Uiat the crime was done before 9:30.
There was heavy rain on and off all
night. It Is perfectly clear that any
footsteps must have
beea left after the rain stopped, or
when It had nearly stopped. Even
granting that the earth was soft
enough, as It was, to take footprints before then, this heavy rain
would blur them to a point that
would make Identification by a worn-dow- n
heel absurd.
What becomes
well-mark-

such a crime would be fitted In as
a link in the chain against him.
A crime was committed, and It occurred upon Sept. 2 1, between Edal-Jl'- s
committal and trial whilst he
lay In Stafford Jnll. The facts are
these: Harry Green was the 19 year
old son of a farmer who lived somewhere between the vicarage and the
jl
scene of the outrage for which
was convicted. He and Edaljl
knew each other slightly, as neighbors In the country must do, but how
slight was their acquaintance may
be" shown by the fact that when. In
the course of my Inquiry. I asked
Edaljl what Oreen's wilting was like,
he had to admit that he had never
seen It. Consider the utteT want
of common ground between the two
men, the purblind, studious teetotal
young lawyer of 27, and the young
yeomanry trooper of 18, one of a
Kd-al-

this extraordinary case, there are
Irregularities which will be more fitly dealt with by a lawyer.
There Is absolutely the whole evibusiness,
dence the
Inthe letter business, the
criminating expressions which I have
analysed, and the one fact, which
f. adfrnlt did really deserve (consideration, that a group of schoolboys with whom once a month young
may have
traveled were
Edaljl
known also to the writer of the letters. That Is all. I have shown
what each link Is worth. And on
that evidence a young gentleman,
distinguished already In an honor
able profession, was torn from his
family, suffered all the Indignities
of a convict, was Immured for three
of the best years of his life, was
struck from the roll on which with
he had
such Industry and
written .his name, and had every
d
more bitter by
t6rture made
the thought of the vicar at home,
of his mother and of his sister, so
peculiarly sensitive, from their posi
tion In the church, to the scoft and
the derision of those around them.
It Is a tale which makes a man hot
with Inclination as he reads It.
Tin; next Is the roncliullnir rluipt-- r
of t'onan IHiyle's story of "a king
of Miuallil Preyfuss casr."
ten-fol-

COMPETENT ENGINEER
Civil Service Examinations to
be Held March
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FROM HIS CONSPIRACY.

SAFE

tken of all this elaborate business set of boisterous young fellows, who
of the footmarks? Every point In made a center of mirth and also of
this case simply crumbles to pieces mischief at each annual training,

as you touch It.
Let us pass, however, from these
material clews to those more subtle
ones which the bearing of remarks
of the youth may have furnished.
These will bear examination even
less than the others. As he waited

an innKeeper,
named Markhew, came up to him
and asked him to stay, as Inspector
Campbell wished to see him. At
the same moment someone announced that a fresh outrage had been
committed, upon which
Markhew
says that Edaljl turned away and
smiled. Now, It Is perfectly clear
that a guilty man would have been
much alarmed by the news that the
police wished to see him, and that
he would have done anything but
smile on hearing of the outrage.
He went to his office In Birmingham, and there, later In the day,
he was arrested by the police.
On the way to the station,
after
his arrest, this unfortunate youth
made another deadly remark: "I
am not surprised at this. I have
been expecting It for some time." It
Is not a very natural remark for a
guilty man to make( If you come
to think of It; but It Is an extremely probable one from a man who
believes that the police have a down
on him,, and who Is aware that he
has been accused by name In malignant anonymous letters.
"I won't have ball." said he to Police Constable Meredith, " and when
the next horse Is killed it will not
upon
be by me." In commenting
this, Mr. r!sturnal, the prosecuting
counsel, said: "In refusing ball the
prisoner made use of a very significant observation and It went to
suggest that the prisoner knew perfectly well what he was about when
he refused ball."
As a matter of fact, both Edaljl's
decision to remain In Jail and his
remark were the most proper and
natural things In the world. He believed that there was a strong conspiracy against him. In the face of
the letters he had every reason to
believe so. So long as he was In

CHAPLIH

Not only means the Best
Shoes but it stands equally
for honest advertising.

Deposits of Tin Have Been Discov
ered In Nova Scotia, it Is
Claimed.
Grant's Pass, Ore.: A striking evi
dence of the enormous Increase in
the mining operations of this section
comes forward In the recent growth
of the Condor Water Power company
which furnishes water and power to
the surrounding mines. This com- '
pany has been compelled to double
the equipment of Its power dam to
meet the Increasing demand from op- erators.
Electric energy Is distrib
uted from "the company's central'
plant at Gold Bay to all the districts
of Josephine and Jackson counties.
Aluminum wire lines are employed
for distributing the energy, and by
means of transporting plants at the
points of distribution the capacity of
the lines will be increased from 20,- 000 to 40,000 volts. The dam which
develops this power develops 16,000
horse power by raising the water of
the Rogue river 20 feet.

3000 Pairs Men's
Fine Shoes j

,

Ashcroft, H. C: Borax and soda
have been discovered In the lake
bottoms of this district In such quan
tities and proportions that they can
tie cut out and utilized as a washing
SALARIES ARE NOT JUICY compound.
Even the shores of some
of the smaller lakes are covered with
the crust, which Is cut out In blocks
Albuquerque and Las Vegas Are and handled like ice. Thousands
of
tons of the material are now awaitNew Mexico Towns Where Exing shipment.
aminations Will be Held.
New It oss. Nova Scotia: The dis
covery of tin deposits In this vicinity
is causing energetic prospecting, al
The United States civil service
announces an examination on though the real value of the dlscove- March 6, 1907, at Albuquerque and rles so far made Is problematical. It
Las Vegas, to secure eligibles from Is often difficult to distinguish tin
which to make certification to fill the from tourmaline, and in many localifollowing named vacancies as the re- ties a number of other metals are
1, found which closely resemble tin. Hut
sult of examination In branch
the world's great tin mines are
steam engineering, and vacancies as as
they may occur In the Indian service being rapidly exhausted, and in view
the high prices now prevailing,
in the engineering positions indicated of
the discovery of new deposits In pay-In- y
below.
quantities would be a matter of
Engineer, $720 per annum, Fort
significance.
Peck agency, Mont.
Engineer, $840 per annum. Grand
Washington, li. C. : The gold proJunction, Colo.
duction of New Mexico during
Engfneer, qualified in acetylene according to the latest figures of1905
the
and gasoline gas, $800 per annum United
geological survey,
States
Carson, Nev. For this position it Is amounted to (265,800, which Is a condesired to secure an engineer who siderable falling off from the record
has had experience In the use of of the previous year. Thqjdlver outacteylene and gasolene gas, which put, on the other hand, has been conexperience must be Bhown In the ap siderably Increased owing
chiefly
plication.
to the operation of the mines In tho
Engineer, qualified in gasolene gas Mogollon mountains.
lighting system, $720 per annum.
Arapahoe, Okla. For this position It
Gunnison. Colo.: The new smeltis desired to secure an engineer who ing processs now being tested here
has had experience in the manage promises to revolutionize established
ment of a gasolene gas lighting sys- methods in Colorado. It Is claimed
tem, which experience must be shown that ore will be treated for $2.00 per
ton and refined for 7S cents per ton.
In the application blank.
Owing to the widely varying con It Is likely that a new smelter will
ditlons In the various schools and lie Installed at this plaice if the tests
agencies of the Indian service gen prove successful.
eral engineering examinations will be
liexter Springs, Has.: The elecgiven under the following separate
An applicant may take tric light plant which is shortly to
branches.
he
Installed on Spring river will be of
one or more than one of these In his
benefit to the mining
discretion. The prospects of appoint substantial
camps
of ISexter Springs and viciniment will be Increased by success'
ty.
power will be obtainwater
The
fully passing more than one of the
branches Indicated. Applicants should ed from the river, anil the prospects
fully Indicate In their applications seem good for the completion of the
the particular branch or branches In plant during the present year. It Is
that 24 lead ami zinc mills are
which they desire to be examined, said
now under construction In the disand should state as definitely as pos trict,
and the the demand for light
Bible the experience they have had
which would tend to qualify them In and power Is urgent.
The ratings
the branches selected.
:
The new
Cananea. Sonura,
In each branch will be determined furnaces shortly
Installed for the
separately, and If more than one Greene-Csnane- a
Copper company are
branch Is taken the ratings will be now enroute, and are expected to Incombined into a general average with crease the ore handling capacity of
the relative weights Indicated oppo the company's smelter at least 300
site each branch.
tons per day. The new furnaces are
Salaries, $480 to $1,000 per annum. to be located upon the sites of the
The majority of the appointments, old oneH, thereby avoiding the neceshowever, are made at salaries of sity of grading ami foundation work,
$720, $840 and $900 per annum.
liven the old tracks now running to
Age limit, 20 years or over on the the present furnaces will be retained.
Appllca The new equipment will undoubtedly
date of the examination.
tin n form 1093, only one form being produce very quick returns for the
required In case more than one company.
branch Is selected.
The quickly exilostoii, Mass.:
Two days will be required in case
more than three branches are taken. ploded hoax perpetrated upon the
Associated I'ress to the effect that
the supply of copper metal was being
IT'S YOUR KIDNEYS.
cornered by a supposed trust Is not
Don't Mistake the Cause of Your likely to produce any lasting effect
upon either the share or the metal
Troubles An Albuquerque Citimarket. The best Judge predict an
zen Shows How to Cure
average price of i'i cents per pound
Them,
the year, this
Many people never suspect
tuelr for copper throughout upon
the well
kidneys. If suffering from a lame, estimate being based
weak or aching back they think that known existent conditions of supply
it is only a muscular weakness; when and demand. It may be confidently
urinary trouble sets In they talnk It stated that there Is no copper metal
will toon correct itself. And so It Is artificially held anywhere; but on tho
with all the other symptoms of kid- contrary every producer Is sending
ney disorders. That Is Just where the every available pound to his custodanger lies. Voun must cure these mers, who seem eager to obtain It at
troubles or they lead to diabetes or any price.
Hright's distase. The best remedy to
Cruz
Santa
Patagonia,
Ariz.:
use
Doan's Kidney Fills. It cures county Is now the scene of very exall Ills which are caused by weak or
Happy
mining activity. The
diseased kidneys. Albuquerque people tensive
Mining company Is shipping large
testify to permanent cures.
quantities of ore, and has 4u0 sacks
C. A. Hall, machinist, in the round now at tho station ready to be sent
house of the Santa Fe shops, resi- out. The Mowery is sending out lead
dence 204 Atlantic avenue, says: "I
sliver bullion on two large
have had attacks of pain Just across and teams. The Alto mine Is shiptue kidneys, some of which lasted an ping
e
ore to El I'aso In
entire week. When they occurred carload lots. Among the most promlet-uwas.
no
to the aching and ising
there
the newer mines is the Mansnaturally I was on the outlook for field, of
located eight miles from l'ata-gonlsomething to check the trouble if not
The shaft of this mine Is
radically dispose of It. The last meul" now down
over 16U feet, and the first
I
ine tried was Doan's Kidney Pills. cross-cu- t
good ore.
Is working in
To say they are worth recommending About 42 men are fit work In the
fci bly expresses my opinion of them, Mansfield.
Much interest has been
and to show in what estimation I aroused by the rec. nt efforts of Col.
hoid tho remedy let me add I keep W. C. Greene to secure control of
iJoan's Kidney I'ills constantly in the valuable copper properties in this
house for fear of a reoccurrence tak- vicinity. It is also a matter of note
ing place, fully convinced that lean that the Westliitihouse Interests have
dtpend upon the treatment to bring for some time
prospecting in
speedy erlief."
Santa Cruz county and locating propFor sale by all dealers. Price 60 erties.
Co., Buffalo,
cents,
The prosperity of
Galena, Kan.:
New York, solo agents for the United
States. KememlKT the name Doan's th, I.;., I iin.l Kinc mining: Industry of
the southwest field continues unaand take no other.
bated. Last week the zinc shipment
Subscribe for Tlie Kveuliig Cltixen. umounted to 2, 333 tons, and was the

All Other Shoes at 10

Per Cent Discount

I

Our window display will give yoo
an inkling of the shapes that stylish
dressers will wear, but come in and carefully inspect the shoes themselves. We feel
confident that if you are a man who
wants the best money can buy we will
have your trade.

coin-missi-

SO LONG AS HE WAS IX HIS CELL. HE THOUGHT, HE WAS

Edaljl entered no public house, and
was at work from early morning to
Where was there
late a!t night.
room for that
which would make the one man
risk' any danger and sacrifice his
own horse for the sake of the other?
Green's charger was found dlsem
bowled. It was not a very valuable
animal. In one estimate It Is placed
at 5. Whether It was Insured or
not there Is a conflict of evidence.
For days there was scare and conjecture. Then, at the end of that
time. It was known that Green had
signed a confession which admitted
that he had himself killed his own
horse.
That confession undoubted
ly exists, but Green, having got a
week or two to think things over,
and having In the meantime got a
ticket to South Africa, suddenly went
back on his own confesshAi, and de
clared, with much circumstantiality
of detail, that he had not done it,
and that the confession had been
bullied out of him by the police.
One or other statement of Green's
must be a falsehood, and I have suf
ficient reason myself. In the shape
of evidence, which has been set be
fore me, to form a very clear opin
ion what the actual facts of the case
were.
Here Is an outrage of the same
sort which has convulsed the countryside for so many months. It Is
brought home by his own confes
sion to the offender, and yet the po
lice refuse to prosecute,
and con
nive at the man's flight from the
country. But Why? If It was not
thut the prosecution of Green would
bring out facts which would Inter
fere with the successful prosecution
of Edaljl, then, again, I ask, why?
It may be noted before leaving
this extraordinary incident that the
reason given by Green In his con
fession was that the horse had to be
killed, having been injured In the
yeomanry training, but nowhere ha
he ever said a word to suggest that
he was acting In collusion with Geo.
Edaljl.
And now at last we come to the
Here, as at every point of
trial.
blood-brotherho-

RHEUMATISM

BREAKS

D0WH

THE STRONGEST COHSTITUTIOH
Rheumatism is caused by a sour, acid condition of the blood, brought
on by chronic constipation, weak kidneys, poor digestion and a general
sluggish condition of the system. Because of these irregularities the
refuse and waste matters of the body are not promptly expelled, but
are left to sour and ferment, producing irritating acids which are taken
up by the blood and distributed to all parts of the system. This acrid matter weakens and diseases the blood so that instead of supplying the body
with nourishing, healthful properties it deposits the poison with which it is
loaded into the muscles, nerves, bones and joints, and Rheumatism gets
complete control of the system. Some suffer almost constantly with the
disease, while others have intervals of freedom, during which they
live in constant dread of the next attack, when an exposure tc
cold or dampness or some other irregularity will cause the symp
toms to return. II the cause is not removed
Rheumatism will progress and reach a point
where it becomes incurable, and the strongest constitution will break down. S. S. S.
has been curing Rheumatism for more than
forty years. It attacks the disease at iti head
ky going down into the blood and removing
PURELY VEGETABLE
every particle of the acrid matter and build
Ingup the weak, sour blood to a state of purity and richness. S. S. S. H
the King of blood purifiers, just what is needed for the cure of Rheumatism
Book on Rheumatism and any medical advice sent free.
THE SWIFT SPECIFIC CO., ATLANTA, CA.
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largest so far this year. The prevailing price for 60 per cent zinc ore
during the week was about S 4 7.50,
whllo lead ore brought $88 per ton.
The total output so far this year has
amounted to $1,814,318.
The plant
of the Galena Smelting and Manufacturing company, which shut down
several months ago, is now about to
resume operations, and signs of Intense actlvilty are observable In all
parts of the districts.
Jerome, Ariz.: Mr. G. M. Wlllard,
who has large mining Interests In the
Verde copper belt, has the following
to say In regard to the prospects of
tho district:
'It seems to me that Movapal county bus a very prosperous year ahead.
In fact, the county looks better to
me now from every point of view
than ever before. Three new hoisting plants have been installed on the
properties south if Jerome within
the past month, a fourth has been set
up on a shnft north of Jerome and
still a fifth has been shipped by another company to be put In place as
soon as delivered on the ground. The
I'nlted Verde tunnel will be over
7. iii" feet iii length, and will tap the
mines between the 1,000 and 1,100
foot levels."
The newer companies of the district are making very rapid progress.
At the Verde Grande, which adjoins
the I'nlted Verde, the shaft is going
down successfully, and construction
work Is under way.
l!rekenilKe, Colo.: This town
and the neighboring mines are soon
to be supplied with electric lighting.
The power being generated by the
same plant as that which will operate the dredges on the ISlue and
The mining Interests
Swan rivers.
of the district will undoubtedly derive great benefit from the installation of this plant. Among the most
active of the mining properties of the
vicinity Is the Senator Mining and
Milling company, which Is now take
ore In preparaing out
tions for shipment early In the spring.
The Wellington lead and zinc mine
is now employing a force of 25 men
breaking ore in the mine; seven
teams are in constant use hauling the
ore to the railroad.
high-grad-

Washington, D. C: The demand for
timber for mining purposes is Increasing with rapid strides, according to the most recent Information
in the hands of the government officials.
The recent report of the department of agriculture shows that
the Michigan mines have been consuming more timber than those of
any other state. The mines of Minnesota. Colorado and Alabama also
consume enormous quantities of timber.
New York City: The evidence befrequent
that
comes Increasingly
American capltol Is reaching out In
develop
all directions In the effort to
To
new sources of copper supply.
mention but a slnglo Instance, It has
Just been learned that the American
Smelting and refining company Is
about to send a representative to
Chile to Investigate the possibilities
of enlarging the output of the Lira-de- n
mine which has recently been
developed on the extinct volcano
about 7.000 feet above sea level.
Chrome, N. J.: The recent enlargement of the copper refineries
here calls attention to the fact that
Chrome now has the third largest
cupper refining plant In the I'nlted
States and the only smelter on the
eastern coast. The company v 111 now
be In a position to treat 1 1.000,000
pounds of copper per month.
The work
Idaho Springs, Colo.:
restoring the sixth and seventh
levels of the Saratoga mine U now
completed.
In
practically
the
seventh level the richest ore yet
found in the mine is being obtained.
of
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Horse
Rite,

Clothing, Lap

Whips, Axle Oils
and all kinds of saddlery supplies.
You ought to see what a In
buggy we can give you for
.

A Few Words
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This gentleman has a
few words to tel! you. He
says when you buy Horse
Blankets or Lap Robes,
insist on the famous 5A.
They are
and will give you the best

J. Korber & Co.
In Our New Store
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satisfaction.
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Iron and Brass Castings; Ore, Coal and Lumber Cars; Shaftings, Pulleys, Grade liars, Babbit Metal; Columns an J Iron
Fronts for Buildings.
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Foundry east side of railroad track.
Albuquerque, N. M
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AN INFAAIOUS PROPOSAL
The report of the postal committee, consisting of
Senators Penrose, Tarter anil Clay, and Representatives

Overstreet, Garner and Moon, and the accompanying
mail matter which they rec
bill regulating second-clas- s
ommend for passage, are of so extraordinary a charm:
ter as to demand the Immediate and urgent attention
f all engaged In the publishing business.
The proposed changes are uniformly burdensome
and harrasslng and are avowedly hostile to the develop
ment and extension of newspapers and other periodicals,
The entire theory of the report Is that the development,
the expansion, the Improvement of newspapers and othe
periodicals Is reprehensible and should and must b'
earbed by law. Throughout the report are arguments
readers
that the press of the country Is furnishing Its frankly
more than Is necessary or proper, and the bill
and drastically proposes to restrain this tendency of
with subscribers.
publishers to be
The bill also sets up In the postoflice department
an odious censorship and unendurable right of Inquisl
Simply as an example of the attitude assume 1
tlon.
toy the commission, we quote from a disquisition In the
report on the Impropriety of the class of fiction an J
magazine matter In newspapers: "Another consequence
f expansive power of fiction Is found In the confusion
of the newspaper and magazine types by the unhealthy
exaggeration of the modern newspaper as shown espe
dally In its Sunday edition. The newspaper Is rapidly
being extended Into the magazine field at the sacrlltce
toth of the postal revenue and the true mission of th
newspaper. The miscellaneous matter collected In the
Kunday Issue of a newspaper must of necessity lack the
quality to make it socially and educationally valuable.
If these opinions were academical expressions they
would not be of material Importance, but when It s
seriously proposed to put into law the Ideas of individual
senators and representatives as to how newspapers
Bhould be edited, and to outlaw those which do not
meet their views, what might otherwise be regarded a3
1ure impertinance becomes an attack on the essential
liberty of the press. If Action and "magazine matter"'
in newspapers can be put under the ban, why not ed!
torial criticism or cartoons?
Home of the restrictions and added burdens that are
laid upon newspapers by the proposed law are: The
bill provides that the newspaper title and date must ap
pear upon every page of every part, section or supple
ment of the paper. No newspaper or part or section of
a newspaper must' have advertising to a greater extent
than 60 per cent of Its superficial area. Each part or
section of a newspaper must be of the same size, form
Supplements must be of the
and weight of paper.
Mine form as the main body of the publication, save In
the case of maps, and plans illustrative of the text;
must contain no advertisements, and must be supplied
only to complete matter left Incomplete In the main
body of the publication. The number of sample copies
must not exceed 10 per cent of the paid Issue of the
paper.
With each issue of his publication, the pub
Usher must make under oath a statement showing the
number of copies mailed to subscribers of different
classes, the number In bulk, the weight thereof, and the
average weight of a single copy. The publishers are
also required to furnish under oath: "Such other In
formation with respect to the publication as the post'
master general may by resolution prescribe."
News
papers must be folded as the postmaster general mav
prescribe. The present rate of one cent a pound s
abolished save for packages weighing not less than ten
For other copies the proposed rate is one- , pounds.
eighth of a cent for two ounces or less,
bf
-' a cent
toe four ounces or less and one-ha- lf
a cent for
i each additional four ounces or fraction thereof thus
penalising the larger papers.
Undelivered papers are
penalized by a charge of double the third-clas- s
rate.
Free copies are forb'dden save to exchanges, to advertisers, as samples, and to agents or solicitors. The full
printed subscription price (save agents' commissions)
must be charged in all cases without reduction by
premium, gift or otherwise, this applying to all
subscriptions, whether by mall or otherwise.
over-liber-
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DIFFICULTIES IN THE WAY OF
ESTABLISHING JEWISH NATI0N
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There has for years been a strong sentiment the
world over that Jerusalem should again be the home of
the Jews; that It should belong to them, so that in
whatever land they might live they could turn to It
as their own and at any time enter Its gates as a man
enters the dwelling of his fathers.
Many plan have been made with this end In view.
None of them have reached more than the verbal stage.
Most of them have begun and ended in dreamland.
Today the city Is Rtlll In the possession of tho
Turks. Jews are forbidden to own property there, to
Tet there
do business there, or even to live there.
are about 60,000 among Its population; they far outnumber all thi other residents, and are the most
prosperous of Its people.
Moreover, there are many
Jewish colonies outside of Jerusalem, and fully a half
of the entire population of the Holy Land Is now of
the ancient faith.
The greatest difficulty the Jews must always find
In acquiring any country as their own Is in their temThey shun tha
perament and their special talents.
country and herd In cities. They are found in all
centers of finance; they are everywhere as traders; they
are the great bankers; they have contributed great
names to literature, art, science, politics and the pro
fessions, but a nation cannot be made of these classes.
There must be farmers and artisans; there must bs
tillers of the soil and skilled labor for the factories.
The Jew everywhere lives by the labor of his brain;
nowhere by the labor of his hands, save as the artist. The hand of the Jew Is tho hand of the artist;
it Is not the hand that holds the plow or guides the
plane. His brain Is the brain that plans and rules;
that thinks profundly and appreciates keenly, but it
has no connection with the hand for practical uses.
Their powers of construction are menial, not manual.
If. then, they ever come to so dominate Palestine
In numbers, which Is the present plan of the Zionists, as to break down the barriers of prohibitory laws
and control the government, still others would neces
sarily control the land and be the producers of its
wealth, unless It would be but a land of traders.
Duluth News Tribune.
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CHANCELLOR DAY AGAIN GETS
AFTER THOSE NEEDING CHARITY
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The morning paper apologizes fur one of its numerous misstatements concerning matters legislative. The
error. U claims, was of the head and not of the heart.
Hut why apologize? The whole career of the democrat
organ, as far as the legislature is concerned, haa been
one of duplicity, misrepresentation and abuse. If t
were to pile up apologies as high as the moon, It could
never undo the damage it has done Albuquerque. Kerna-lill- o
county and the territory of ew Mexico.
The 0tic
that "there Is every indication that
the little misunderstanding between Governor HaKcrmaii
and some of the party leaders al Santa Fe will be
uy

amicably adjusted and a united effort for good legislation and the upbuilding of the republican party will
result." There was never uiy occasion for any other
condition. The whole scheme to produce a rupture, or
to pretend that such existed, was an undisgulshed demo,
cmt trick, founded and fostered by their leaders unj
their press, chief of which has
the morning paper
of this city.
b.-t--

Daily Optic:
An
bill of a most
sweeping character has been Introduced In the Alabama
HCislature. The measure requires all persons coming
to the capitol to work for or against a bill to register
and to give the nature of their
together with
the compensation they are leeching for their Services.
If the bill becomes a law It will ivn.l.-- lobbying practically worthless.
g
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Taste and Comfort

Strong Block

Arizona Mining Men After
Wreckage. Plant Is
Closed Down.
Feb.

Don't Miss It.

F. H.
STRONG

in Furniture.

IDEAL

S. D
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SMELTER

Deadwood,

,

8.

A
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After

three years' Inactivity the Golden Reward matte smelter in Deadwood Is

finally being dismantled and all rumors of its being about to "blow In"
again, are effectually quieted. James
Meyers and Edward Reybnld, both of
Christmas, Ar!z., are In Deadwood to
purchase a part of the machinery for
use In a plant In which they are interested in Arizona. Recently a sale
of a small portion of the Golden
Reward smelter machinery was made,
and this present sale will nut the
plant in such shape that new machinery would have to be secured before
It could
The smelter has had a useful career. It was built by the old Dead-woo- d
and Delaware company In 1890,
and upon the assurance that the smelter would be erected, the Ilurllngton
railroad extended Its line Into Dead-woo- d
and the Black Hills. The capacity of the plant was about 600 tons
of ore per day, and It made a hand
some profit for its owners. After eight
years the plant was purchased by the
Golden Reward Mining and Milling
company, of which E. H. Harrlman,
the New York railroad magnate, Is
the president.
Three years ago the
smelter closed down, shortly after the
smeltermen's union made demands for
Increased pay, and It has never again
been operated, although there have
been frequent rumors of It.

what every one Is looking for, and
there's
a trace of disappointment
on the face of anyone who pays us a
visit, takes the time to see our stock
carefully and make full Inquiries as
to prices. Here Is furniture elegance
for every part of the house at prices
which surprise, until our large buying
and selling methods are understood.
Look in soon, please.
Is

nt

n.

Corner
Second and

Copper

You may never have such another
opportunity of securing a fine dinner
set or tea set at such prices as we
ars offering them at now. lh housewife will revel in the many choice
pieces of china, glass ware, etc., and
Kitchen ware that we have spread on
our tables at such incredible prices.

I
I

WILLIAM MclNTOSH. Preildeot

SOLOMON LUNA,

T. C. NEAD, Treasurer

al

isd Mauger

For the
Best Line of

irish politicians

Volcanic eruptions, like other troubles, seldom come
singly. The Kingston earthquake has been closeley fol
lowed by a violent outbreak
Dhv
from Chancellor
agains charity.
Charity, according to the head of Syracuse uni
versity, Is an unmitigated evil. It Is wrong thus to en
courage Indolence and Intemperance and to put a prein
ium upon pauperism, he says.
The chancellor, who never wearies of praising
Standard Oil to the skies and boosting the big trusts
to the seventh heaven of perfection, thinks the poor
are a bad lot that if one Is poor It Is his own fault
and his sin should find him out.
The poor of New York, he says, voluntarily assume
the burden of the support of the 10,000 drinking sa
loons, and hence their poverty. It is evident from Mr.
Day's outbreak that he knows little about poverty.
A little dauphlness, when she was told that the
people of France wero starving, thought, like Chan
cellor Day, that they were very foolish to do so. For
her part, she said, she had rather come down to breal
and cheese than starve.
Chancellor Day is living comfortably upon the
Income from Sandard Oil endowments, and the ox
knoweth his owner and the ass his master's crib.
His words have no human sympathy back of them.
He speaks with the
narrowness of view of
up
h
the animal with Its snout thrust In the
to Its eyes.
Yet, there is some vital truth In what he says.
It is true that the gross ineqality of riches in this
country is largely due to fault in the vast majority
who allow the few to seize the spring-head- s
of wealth
and to have them pumped for their own enormous en
richment, the many, meanwhile, doing the pumping
and being content to take the tailings.
Contentment Is good. Resignation Is divine. Uut
only when rightly applied. They become
g
evils when there Is content with unjust conditions
and resignation to legalized robbery.
There are men whom drinking makes poor.
Hut
there are more poor men driven to drink for their
only consolation.
The real fault of the poor and they are In the
majority, even in this era of prosperity lies in the
fact that they as a body politic permit predatory cor
porations to underpay them for work, to overcharg-- ;
hem for rent and for provisions, and to hound them
with unjust exactions from the cradle to the grave.
big-head-

slop-troug-

heart-cankerin-

According to the New Mexican, the bill introduced
Wednesday to form, the new county of Garfield, with
Kast Las Vegas a the county seat, carves an irregularly
bounded district out of the northwestern part of San
Siiguel county, in area no larger than that of Bernalillo
county. Its northern boundary would be Mora county.
On the west it would be bounded by Santa Fe county,
taking In part of the Pecos Forest reserve, whose southern boundary the line Is to follow to the headwaters of
the Galllnas, which is to be the dividing line between
, the old and the new counties as
far as the southern
boundary of the Las Vegas grant, along which the
county line will run, and then following the grant's
eastern boundary to its junction with the Mora county
boundary.
The new county would take nearly one-hathe
railroad mileage of the present county and would hava
an assessed valuation of $2,500,000. Outside of East
Lais Vegas It would contain none of the larger settlements 'of the county. The eastern, the southern and
part of the western area of the county would remain
under its present name and would have an assessed
valuation of 11,600.000. While both of the proposed
counties are rich enough to sustain county governments
and would in population and wealth exceed the majority or New Mexico counties, yetvlhe New Mexican deems
It unwise to divide the county at the present time.
The Citizen believes it would be better if the two
towns of Las Vegas should go together as one city, and
work together heartily and loyally. Hut if they will
not If they continue to live the monkey and parrot
life. for which they have so lonif and so
v
ieen aisiingulshed then they had better separate, an I
the sooner this shall be done the better it will be for
both towns and both parts of the old county.

The passing of the bill abolishing the
sary by the bou.se in South Carolina and
likelihood that the senate will take the
will take the state out of the experimental
ass a study of the liquor problem Is com ci
it on a local option, high license basis.

Inrmiunnn
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CITIZEN.

EVENING

at L(k;gi:hi;.i)s.

Dublin, Feb. 8. In the four courts
today before the lord chief Justice
the action at the suit of D. D. Shee-haM. P., for
k
against
John Redmond, M. P., and others,
was commenced. It is the most important action in connection with the
history of Irish politics and is attracting world-wid- e
attention.
The
evidence will lay bare the war between William O'Brien and his faction on the one side, and the leaders of the Irish party on the other.
After being expelled from the party
and cut off from Its pay roll,
O'Brien chief lieutenant and colleague, Sheehan, has obtained the
vindication he sought at the hands
of the parliament unopposed. Shee-han- 's
counsel - will contend that his
expulsion from the party was illegal;
that he Is still a member of the
party, and as such entitled to the
funds subscribed for its members. It
is stated that an effort will be made
curing tne proceedings to obtain a
public disclosure of the expenditure
of the party funds for some years
back and a complete investigation of
its financial transactions.
All sorts
of spicy revelations are expected in
"Tim" Healey. It Is not generally
known among
that
out of the elghty-sl- x
nationalist
members something like sixty are In
receipt of salary paid out of the
party funds. (The allowance made
to each man is $100 a month, and
to ensure steady attendance a fine
of $1.25 Is inflicted on those who
are on the pay list, who may be absent from a night's division at the
house of commons without the consent of the whip.

111
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Mid-Cor-

titish-Amerlca-

noiux pkizk
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HOAiti) 1'Ko;kksnij.
W'axhlngton,

D. C, Feb. 8. An
act of Incorporation has been prepared and will be presented to congress at an early date, in connection
with President
Roosevelt's
Nobel
Prize fund board.
All steps have
now been taken for the permanent
organization of the board of trustees which will probably
Include
Chief Justice Fuller of the supreme
court of the United States; Secre
WHAT GOES WITH THE MONEY
tary Wilson, of the department of
agriculture; Marmin Hughitt, presiWHIGH IS RAISED FOR TAXES 8 dent of the Chicago & Northwestern
railroad, and John Mitchell, president of the American Federation of
Twenty dollars for every man, women and child, Labor.
Another meeting will
be
approximately a hundred dollars a family, about one- - held on the 10th at which final steps
will
be
taken.
Ixth the Income of the average family, goes In taxes,
according to the llgures made public by the census STATIONARY
KTlMi
bureau. The figures are for the year 1902. In thtt
SOARING IN PRICE
year the nation, the states, counties, cities and other
New York, Feb. 8. As rags are
political divisions speant the enormous sum of II.- - still Increasing in price the cost of
writing paper continues to advance
73.359,369, and collected in revenue $1,778,352,930.
This is about twice the money either our oil king or pro rata. A week or so ago the
ur lumber king is reputed to be worth. The rela stationery trade received notice from
paper
all
mills withdrawing
tions of the amounts spent by the different political the
quotations
revision,
and
ivlslons are Instructive. The nation st.ent HS17.S30.. from what pending
subsequently
occurred
37, a little more than a third of the total.
All of thj prices of writing paper were
adstates together collected and spent less than
d
vanced as much as twenty per cent.
as much as the national government
.r total, in- - The price of rags continues to
luding territories, being 18a, .764.202.
and as cor I and labor are
The expendi
ture by all the county governments was a few thou both higher in price this winter a
sand dollars more than by the state governments. further advance of five per cent was
pads,
today.
Tablets,
Municipal expenses were the item next to the nation::! announced
ledgers,
books,
blank
xpense In volume, cities of over x.noo people having boxboards,
binding cloth, glue
Ink
xpended over half a billion dollars, more than all th- - will also be advancedandin printing
some cases
S'tates and counties together.
About Uwn-thlof as much us fifteen per cent. The
he revenues of the states and counties and cities were American Writing
Paper company
eilved from a general property tax. These figures are holds out no hope that prices will be
ommended especially to the average person who takes reduced in the near future.
o Interest in putiblic affairs. He may not be aware
tiii:
hat in his lack of interest he is permitting sixteen iTtiiir roit
IIK'ltF.Sl'OKl MILLIONS.
per cent of bis Income on the average to be spent for
New York, Feb. 8. Lord Charles
him without his consent or advice, of course he pays and Lord Marcus Heresford are hers
no such amount for his tax receipt, for about
In connection with the will of their
brother, Dcluvel Heresford, who died
of IHs tax is paid indirectly.--Lincol- n
Journal.
recently in Mexico bequeathing his
estate, valued at $1,000,000 to them.
SOMK TAXATION I Kil RKS.
Noting that all persons in the United Kingdom Since his death a negress named
Flora Wolf, who was at the head of
whose Incomes exceed
S50 per annum are assessed
house on the Okito ranch
for Income tax, Consul It. W. Ausiin of Glasgow sum- Heresford's
In the state of Chihuahua, Mexico,
marizes an otliclal report just issued.
showing the has asserted that she was tho comamounts assessed for the year ended April .1, 190.'., mon law wife of Heresford, and has
Which indicates the various gross Incomes In that made a leul claim to the estate.
country:
Ind Charles and his brother ari
I'nder the heading of busi
.,cs, professions an i leaving for Mexico tomorrow but no
long
legal contest is likely to take
employments, it appears that there were assessed 156,-Tiplace over the estate, as the negro
persons with gross incomes amounting to
r.
woman bus consented to
r.7.,2 4 4 linns with a gross income of $420,244,-'('- :
30.1 :"j public companies with a gross
income of
$1.201.1146.210.
IIINA-and .i.r.2 corporations and other local All)
millions.
authorities assessed for profit or interest with a gross
stahvim;
New
Feb. 8. At a large
income or I'.i'.t iibx :t:io
Th
total gros tne nie was meeting York,
of the various missionary
$2. 317. 70S. 910.
bodies, churches and societies ill the
Dealing villi Hi, incomes of individuals the
Fifth avenue church today a furport shows that tlier
assessed in Great Urltaln ther cablegram from the represen6.137 persons win, incomes over , ,0110 and Hot ex- tative of the American l'.ible society
4 or,
ceeding $lo,ooo;
with incomes over $15 000 and at Shanghai calling for aid for
below $20,000; 30
China's starving millions was receivVcr $20,000; 442 with Incomes
but not exceeding $:,0,000; 212 with over $50,-oo- ed. It was stated that though only
but not exceeding $250,000 and 21 whose Incomes five months suffering has been endured the number of deaths up to
exceeded $250,000.
the present
was appalling.
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In Albuquerque

See Ours

(HIP

MclNTOSH HARDWARE CO.
$200 REWARD.

Is offered for the capture of
Pettlne, the murderer of Benedetto Berardlnelli.
Crime was committed In Albuquerque Monday, Feb- -

ruary

J. D. Eakln, President.
O. Olomi, Vice Preildent.

and

C.

"

GRANDE.

The patriotic entertainment, combined with a sale of valentines, Ice
cream and cake, will be given Tuesday evening, Feb. 12, lrj the parlors
of the Lead
avenue
Methodist
church, by the Woman's Christian
Temperance Union.
Suhsorllxj for The Kvening Citizen.

DON'T PAY RENT
A walk of two blocks will
save you many dollars, that
you are now paying to
other merchants, whose
rent and expense you must
help to pay. I occupy my
own building and am selling clothing and shoes
without rent charges.

Sncceaaora to
MELINI & EAKIN, and BACHECHI A QIOMI.
WMOLKBALK OKALKRB IN

'

Treaairer.

,

Wines, Liquors and Cigars
kaap
avarytblng In stock to outfit tho
most fastidious bar oomplata
Have been appointed exclusive agents In the 8outhwcet for Joa.
Schlltz,
Wa

Wm. Lemp and St Louis A. B. C. Breweries; Yellowstone,
Green River, W. H. MeBrayer'a Cedar Brook, Louls Hunter, T.J. Mon.
arch, and other standard brands of whlsklee too numerous to mention.
WE ARE NOT COMPOUNDERS.
But aell the straight article as received by us from the beat YInerlei,
Distilleries and Breweries in the United Stat . Call and lnapeet oar
Stock and Prices, or wrlt for Illustrated Catalogue and Priee fclst,
issued to dealer only.

Humphrey

OVALS
HEAT with the
Whole of it
COOK with
Half of it.

E. M AH ARAM
SI6

Meltnl, BwcreUry

Consolidated Liquor Company

4

C. A.

Cb.

O. Bachechl,

Railroad Ava.

Simple,

A. D. Johnson

Cheap,
Economical.
The Albuquerque
Gas, Electric Light

one-thir-

e,

and Power Co.

nl

two-thir-

GENERAL

is
CONTRACTOR

Comer Fourth and
Cold Avenue

Phone Red 98
(Eighty-fiv- e

House moving. Well drilling iid
driving.
Near Hold and Seventh. Phone 711

Conceded today to be the

1

1

u,

la the world

...SOLO ONLY BY THE...

WHITSON
MUHIC
(Established

CO.

1882.)
Come In and examine our new Holiday Stock. Everything In muelo
frm a talking machine to a Grand Piano Sold on our new eaey

plan.

L

--UaC
Albuquerque, New Mexico.

116 South Second atreet.
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J. F. PALM BR

Hay, Grain, Groceries and Fresh Meats,

:

rc

itsl

Chickering & Sons Pianos

EAT MORE

$624.-3tl.f.o-

'U

Years the Standard of Piano Construction")

S

of the most nutritious-- " of foods
good, wholesome bread anil less of
the
and note your rfaln
In health. Ditto In money saving,
bread Is cheaper than meats
and
just as gratifying
to the appetite. To get the best bread
and other Hour products, always cr-d"ItCTTI'It t liKAM."

er

PIONEER BAKERY,
BOUTH riRBT BTRKCl.

PRUSSIAN POULTRY AND STOCK FOODS, FRUITS AND VECS.
TABLES. ORDERS TAKEN AND DELIVERED.
601 North Flret Street.
Both Phonefc

The St. Elmo
JOSEPH
S

BARNETT,

Prop'r.

2 0 West Railroad Avenue

Finest Whiskies

i

Wines, Brandies. Etc. 1
b

8AMPUS A NO
CLUB BOOMS
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SILENT ON RIO GRANDE

CARS

NO

REPRESENTATIVE RUPPE IS

Bill

POTATOES

1

MONEY
All

This Exquisite Brass Bed
amaimmmmmmmmmmimmmimmmmmMmmmammmammfmmmmmmwmmmmmammmtmmtmammmtmmmm

ON

That Remained For Poor

A Value of Values

Lo After
l

Lawyers Shave Fees From $ 52
Awarded Lucero Brothers by
1 1

Farmers Have 3.000 Cars on

Special Correspondent.

Bring 60 Cents
on Colorado Market.

Hand-Spu-

VERY HIGH COMPLIMENTS ARE PAID

TO PRESENT LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY

ds

Greeley, Col., Feb. 8. Potato deal
ers have practically been forced out
of business because of the shortage
of cars, the lack of shipping facilities being worse than In the late fall,
when every possibfc effort was made
to get cars.
The Union Pacific will furnish cars
only to the Pacific coast, where there
is no demand for potatoes. Cars can
not be obtained to ship Into Denver
and there be transferred, as was al
lowed a month ago. The 500 or 600
cars owned by the railroad company
are all on the western coast and will
not return In time to be used for the
remainder of the potato crop.
The bulk of orders for this district
come from Texas and dealers abso
lutely refused to quote prices for
Texas points. Now and then a car
ft
Is obtained from the Colorado
Southern road and sent to old cus
tomers in Texas, but the supply In no
way equals the demand. Two-thirof the potatoes have gone to market. There are 2.500 to 3,000 carloads on hand.
Farmers are selling
freely and dealers are buying at from
sixty to eighty cents a hundred, hop
ing that later cars may be secured for
the crop marketed.
January 6 a dealer shipped a car
load of potatoes to Kansas City. The
delay,
merchant, after reasonable
wired for information and the car
was found in the Denver yards. It
reached Kansas City February 2, a
sufficient time to have shipped it to
Europe.
The Greeley Commercial
club wired to General Manager Moh- ler at Omaha for immediate relief
and has asked the legislators from
this section to help alleviate the car
shortage.

nished cheaner than we are getting it
now and I want the people to have
the difference. I am opposed to any
Hnrt nil rornoratlons trvlng to "hold
up" the people." The house liked thnt
spirit. It gave Mr. Baca its unani
mous consent to
the bin to
the committee so that he might meet
with the committee in defense of the
measure. The committee met during
the afternoon and it is said the
amendment will not be insisted upon.
However, that remains to De seen
when the committee makes Its report.
er

THE COUNCIL.
Fourteenth lay Thursday Afternoon
Pursuant to adjournment, the coun
cil met yesterday afternoon at 2:30

o'clock, President Spless in the chair.
The chaplain offered the invocation
after which the chief clerk read the
present except
roll, all responding
Mr. Dalies, excused owing to Illness.
There being a quorum present the
council proceeded to business. A
message from the house was received.
Chief Clerk Staplln of the house reported that that body had amended
and passed council bill No. 27, an act
for the relief of Torrance county, but
that the house had refused to concur
in council bill No. 32, an act for the
improvement of the Rio Grande. This
was the bill introduced in the council
by Mr. Sulzer, carrying an appropriation of $8,000 for building and repairing dikes near Albuquerque, Bernalillo county. That the house had passed house bill No. 23, by Mr. Holt, an
act to prevent the coercing of legislators; also house bill No. 25, an act
relative to larceny by embezzlement.
The Journal of the previous session
TELEGRAPHIC MARKETS
was read by the chief clerk and upon
motion, duly seconded and carried,
was ordered approved as read.
The following quotations were re
A message from the governor was ceived by F.
Graf & Co., brokers.
received.
over their own private wires from
The committee on mines and pub- New York,
room 37, Barnett Build
lic lands then reported favorably on ing:
council bill No. 3, Introduced by Mr.
Cameron, an act granting to the city
Jx'gtNlnturc Highly Complimented.
Yorx Stocks.
land In a school district America. l Now
"1 have seen many a legislature," of Roswell
132
Sugar
cemetery,
was
amended
which
a
for
said a Santa f e saloon man today, so
143
American Smelters
fee.- pay
city
small
a
the
that
Amalgamated Copper1
"but I have never seen us quiet, sober
1124
reported
also
same
committee
The
my
43
and simple living a set of men In
4, Intro' American Car Foundry ,t
No.
bill
favorably
on
council
life as are at present gathered In the
104
Atchison com
act
an
donat
by
Cameron,
Mr.
duced
Capital City. There Is an absence of
283
Artesla a tract of Anaconda
carousals, gambling and 'owllng not ing to the town ofdistrict
116
Baltimore and Ohio
ceme
a
for
schood
a
land
in
cirusually to be found under the
74
slmillarly Brooklyn Rapid Transit
was
amended
tery.
which
cumstances."
181
Canadian Pacific
4.
No.
to
council
.bill
The tribute is a timely one. These
48
Colorado Fuel
Upon motion of Mr. Murray, the Chicago
men who are now dally sitting in the report
Great Western
164
was
adopted
committee
of
the
, . . . 33 V4
sessions of the house and council are
38 was Introduced Erie com
No.
bill
Council
one
a representative body of men and
136
by Mr. Spless by request, an act to Louisville nnd Nashville
of wbhli the territory has no cause amend
84
Missouri Pacific
61 of the laws of 1903
chapter
despite
feel
the fact that relating
to
ashamed,
24 V4
Mexican Central
legisby
granting
the
to
the
papers
Jeerhuve
the
70
in the city of National Lead
land
certain
of
lature
to
early
are
bed
and
They
128 V4
ed at them.
to the Woman's Board of New York Central
early to rise, conscientious and sober Santa Fe
87
Norfolk
public
upon
erect
a
to
which
In their duties to the people and ever Trade,
44
and Western
The amendment proposed Is Ontario
watchful over all measures submitted library.
131
to give the Woman's Board of Trade Pennsylvania
to them.
Reading com
1236
six years to erect the library in ques
It la to their credit to say that so tion
26Vk
years and to make Rock Island com
of
four
Instead
concerned,
gambling
is
these
as
93
far
Pacific
board turning over Southern
men Who make the business a pro- provisions tofor thecity
147
or to any other St. Paul
the
land
the
never
assert
has
26 H
fession
that there
Railway
corporation or Individual willing to Southern
155
been a quieter time in their business erect
a free library. Up- Tenn Coal
maintain
and
legislature.
present
during
the
173
than
Union Pacific
duly sec- IT.
There have been no big "games" at on motion of Mr. Duncan,
45
read 17. S. S. com
any of the roulette wheels in the city onded and carried the bill was
104
S. S. pfd
full the second time and ordered Greene
(Ton
31
and the saloons have not bpen rushed In
translated printed und referred to the Calumet and Arizona
191
with patronage.
property.
public
on
legislative as- committee
22
The thirty-sevent- h
bill No. 39 was Introduced Shannon
sembly, although
5
"Ilursum's BvCouncil
Santa Fe copper
authorize
net
to
an
Murray,
Mr.
tools," will .doubtless go down in his57
Old Dominion
by
incorbuilding
sidewalks
of
tory of the southwest as one of the the
93
and providing an Copper Range
113
ablest, most conscientious, and clean- porated towns
54 of the laws North Butte
chupter
to
amendment
est morally of all the legislatures in
37
Coal
1899 extending the act to apply to Butte
May Cotton
the Ijlstory of the territory, and that lof
$9.67
w
bill
municipalities.
The
to
all
is at the same time no reflection upon
read the second time upon motion of
Kansas City Live Stock.
the other legislatures.
Mr. Murray duly seconded und carried
Kansas City. Feb. 8. Cattle reprinted
translated,
ray-rowas
ordered
and
ll
Kill.
Veto of
ceipts 2,000, including 200 southerns.
Interest in the capital centers about land referred to the committee on Market steady. Native steers $ 4 . 0 0 4 j)
of
the
order
municipalities.
Under
governor
will veto
the report that the
6.60;
southern steers $3.505.25;
house Joint resolution No. 4. which bills on their third reading council southern cows J2.25W3.75; native
donating
of
a
3,
act
tract
an
bill
No.
or
carries an appropriation of $6,000
cows and heifers $2.25 I0 5.00; stock-er- s
thereabuts, for the pay of employes land in a school district to the city of
and feeders $3.25 (?i 4.80; bulls
cemetery
was
u
the
read
for
Roswell
expenses
of the
and for contingent
I2.75W4.25; calves $3.50507.50; westupon
Mr.
of
motion
and
time
fifthird
legislative assembly for th first
ern fed steers $3.75 j 6.00; western
Cameron, duly seconded and carried, fed cows $2.50 4.25.
teen days of the present session.
adoptwere
thereto
amendments
will
the
be
It is not known that this
Sheep receipts 2000, market strong.
done but it Is known that the gov- ed by the council. Mr. Cameron then Muttons $5.00(ii6.00; iambs $7.004t
pass,"
now
bill
"Do
the
moved
that
president
ernor has talked with the
(7.60; range wethers $5.00ji 6.60; fed
of the council, Mr. Spless, and the and by a vote of eleven ayes, no nayes ewes $4.00 j 5.60.
passed
bill
council.
rethe
the
Baca,
Mr.
speaker of the house,
Council bill No. 27, an act for the
Produce Market.
garding this resolution. It is reported
quotaChicago, Feb. 8. (.'losing
that the governor Is desirous that the relief of Torrunce ounty by the loan
warrants for the payment of employes or 2,ouo irom me territorial treas- tions:
Wheat May SO; July
should be made in favor of Territorial ury, which had passed the council
July
Corn May
Secretary J. W. Raynolds Instead of and the house after amendment by
July
Oats May
the president and the speaker, us pro- the house, was taken up. Chief Clerk
Pork May
vided for in the resolution as publish- Martin called attention to the fact
$17.8587; July
that the amendments to the bill by $17.95.
ed in The Evening Citizen.
Lard May! 10.07; July $10.10(ft
The speaker and the president as the house had not been properly cerwell are inclined to view the matter tified and the bill was ordered sent 12.00.
85.
Ribs May $9.75; July $9.82
as a reflection upon their personal in- back to the house for proper preparategrity which, however, the governor's tion.
Chicago l ivestock.
Under the order of business on the
friends declare is preposterous. They
Chicago, Feb. 8. Cattle receipts
assert that it is merely a business president's desk, house bill No. 23,
matter that as the territorial secre- an act to prevent the coercing of leg- 2,500. Market slow and steady. Beetary is by virtue of his office, more islators, by Mr. Holt, was read the ves S4.10ii 7.25; cows and heifers
and feeders
closely connected with the assembly second time and ordered referred to $1.60(5.40; Blockers
$2.604.70; Texans $3.60?j 4.50; calthan any other department of the the committee on territorial affairs. ves
ii
$6.00 7.75.
House bill No. 24, an act relative
territory, he should also have general
Sheep receipts 7.000, market strong
to larceny by embezzlement was read
supervision over the pay roil.
Should the resolution be vetoed, it the second time and referred to the Lambs dull. Sheep $3.501i 5.70; lambs
$4.85 7.70.
is asserted that it would be passed committee on Judiciary.
House bill No. 25, substitute, an act
over such vein in both the house ami
Money Market.
relative to the crime of assault, was
council.
New York, Feb. 8.: Money on call
read the second time and referred to steady,
2
l(i 5 per cent;
prime mervMakr In lighting Clothe.
the committee on Judiciary.
paper 5 (Jj 6
per cent; silKaca during a session of
The message from the governor cantile
Ihe house Wednesday morning dls- - was read. It notified the honorable ver 6S .
l .veil the fighting blood that goes
to council that the governor had signed
Metal Market.
m.ike the successful man in public council bill No. 1, an act relative to
New York, Feb. 8. Lead anil copIt was when the commit- the appointment of Jury commission per quiet; unchanged.
altairs.
ter on penitentiary reported house ers, etc.
niH No. 19, with an amendment. The
that he
The speaker announced
St. Iiuis WiKil Market.
oil In question was introduced by had named as a committee to act
St. Louis, Feb. H. Wool steady,
instalMl. liaca and provides for the
with u like committee from the house
lation of an electric plant at the peni- in drafting a new election law in ac
to
proposed
tentiary. The committee
Swltcr Market.
cordance with house Joint resolution
St. Iniis, Feb. s. Spelter steady.
amend the bill to read that the offi- o. 2, Messrs. Martinez, Cameron, Imn-jcaplant
charge
should
coun-of the
! 16.10.
cials in
Richards and Miera. The
not furnish power and light to con- cil then adjournel until this morning
charged
Is
To Chicken I 'coders.
sumer at a less r.ite than
at 10 o'clock.
M.iu.trd's Mills are selling good
by individuals or corporations operatwheat at $1.50 per 100 lbs.
ing electric light plants. This was so
evidently an attempt to protect the
COMING EVENTS
Iliuitiii for 1 rouble,
present water and light company of
Iii
this city that Sir. Baca's Ire was
California 20 years,
im.- lived'-a roused.
and am still hunting for trouble In
9
February
amendCreston
Clarke.
to
consent
way
never
that
'I'll
of burns, sores, wounds,
Ihe
February 11 Julius
bj boils, cuts, sprains, or a case of piles
Caesar
ment." he said. "I will see the bill
first.
Charles
Hanford.
house
this
it
leaves
killed before
that lluckleii'a Arnica Salve won't
February 25 to March 2, "The
quickly cure," wrles Charles Walters,
I make no secret that I am opposed
Light
Twins."
og Alleghany, Sierra county. No use
and
Water
Fe
to the Santa
March 14 The County Chairman. hunting. Mr. Walters; It cures every
company. 1 AM. I am for the people, first, last and all the time. I be. ,ThU U the tanner performance of case.
Ounrariteed by all druggists.
25c.
lirve that power and light can be fur the season.
!
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Court of Claims.
an Italian stone mason,
was arrested at 2 o'clock this afternoon by Assistant Chief of Police
Kennedy nnd lodged In the city Jail
pending Investigation of ft robbery
charge. Later the assistant chief of
police swore out a warrant before
Justice George R. Craig of precinct
charging Mlsele with larceny
26.
of San Juan
from the person
Lucero, a Pueblo jndlan of Isleta.
The robbery Is alleged to have occurred Wednesday night while the Indian was in an Intoxicated condition.
Back of the arrest lies a story of
six Indian brothers, all of the Lucero
family, who were recently awarded a
Judgment for $1152 in the court of
claims at Washington as damages
they sustained from Indian depredations. The money, minus 16 per cent
or $172.80, which was retained as
attorney fees by a Washington law
firm, was received here last week. A
local attorney assessed the Indians
half of what remained, according to
the story, and San Juan Lucero was
given the balance, in which were
four bills of $100 denomination. These
are said to have been placed In an
envelope which Lucero placed In his
trouser pocket. Then he started to
fill up on fire water.
The police found him asleep at the
C.

Mlsele,

rive.
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FOR MISELE CHARGED WITK THEFT OF

COLORADO

Much News of General Good Interest
From Capital City by Citizen

Santa Fe. N. M., Feb. 8. The stand
taken by Mr. Uuppe, member of the
house from Rernalillo county, when
the fculzer bill to appropriate $8,000
for the building of dyked along the
Hlo Grande near Albuquerque came
up In the house, Is considered proof
by other members that he la not so
interested as he proclaims in the welfare of Bernalillo county and Albuquerque in particular.
The bill met
with most vigorous opposition from
Mr. Holt and other members of the
house and was eventually tabled by a
viva voce vote. Although usually
free of speech on the floor of the
house, Mr. Huppe listened attentively
to a severe arraignment of the proposed legislation on the part of Mr.
Holt and did not lift up his voice In
reply thereto.
While a large majority of the members of the house concurred fully in
Mr. Holfs belief that the funds for
the Improvement of the Rio Grande,
if available at all for such a purpose,
should be more equitably distributed,
yet had the gentleman from Bernalillo county, "Llttlefield" ltuppe, reaVJy
believed the measure was for the general good of his county, he could have
done no less than to speak a word in
Its favor. At least this sentiment was
expressed by his fellow representatives.
' They say the solution to the matter
is that Mr. Huppe has been trying
to get on the "band wagon" of Albuquerque Journal fame, and that
have
successive tumbles therefrom
considerably weakened him in the
kness. It is asserted that he has cold
feet and does not care any longer to
fly In the face of any opposition.
Those who did favor the passage of
the bill in the house, and they were
few, are unable to recover from their
surprise that this "reformer of the
other fellow" should not have stood
by his guns for at least one more
round. They are still seeking In vain
for the answer to tbeir question.

EVENING CITIZEN.

ALBUQUERQUE

8. 1907.

An offering far above whet
you have ever known at the
price. Stylish and highly artistic design, having two-inc- h
tubing in the highly polished
or satin finish; thoroughly well
made, with cross supports and
heavy spindles.
Come prepared for a big rur-rls- e,
as you wilt pronounce
this the most decided bargain
you have ever seen.

In placing our order before
the late advance, we are able
to offer this bed In either finish, full site or three-quartslie at
TWENTY-FIVDOLLARS.
DOLLARS worth THIRTY-FIV- E

Santa Fe depot. He had 60 cents of
the Judgment claim remaining.
Considerable delay was experienced
by the assistant marshal In securing
a warrant for Misele. As the crime
was alleged to have been committed
In precinct
26 It was
regular
to
have a warrant from Justice George
Craig, who was not at his office when
Assistant Chief Kennedy called there
to secure it between 1 and 2 o'clock
this afternoon. He rode a bicycle to
the abode of the official and was Informed that he had gone down town.
Finally the assistant chief encountered Mlsele on the street while he
was waiting for news of Judge Craig's
whereabouts and arrested him with- nut the warrant, and put him In jail.
Then Judge Craig whs found a short
time afterward and the warrant sworn
'

er

E

Other Brass Beds in all Prices, Varieties
and Designs.

ALBERT FABER
.... Staab

Railroad Avenue

308-31- 0

'

Building

out.

When Mlsele was searched at the
city Jail his clothes were found literally lined with money.
He had a bill of $100 denomination
'In an envelope In One pocket, $80 In
bills of large denomination in a purse
and $15 In bills In another purse. The
purses were found In separate pockets
while $5 In silver Jingled In his trousers pockets.
The police say it has been almost
an indefinite period since Mlsele has
done any manual labor.
'

E3.4 REPORT OF.THE CONDITION

I

OF

The Bank of Commerce
ALBUQUERQUE, N. M.

At the close of business January 7, 1907
ASSOCIA

FE REDUCES

SANTA

TARIFF

PAPER DROPS
CENTS PEIt HUNDRED--STA-PL-

TARIFF

OX

TEN

K

GOODS REMAIN THE
SAME.

The new tralff sheet, which goes
Into efTect on February 15. shows reductions In freight rates on the folBeer, paper,
lowing commodities:
stoves and green coffee.
Under the old tariff the Santa Fe
cents per hun
charged ninety-fou- r
dred from Chicago in carload lots.
The new tariff quotes beer from Chicago at eighty cents per hundred, and
a comparative reduction from both
Kansas City and St. Louis.
Wrapping paper Is another commodity which the Santa Fe will haul
cheaper under the new rate than the
old.
The reduction Is about ten
cents per hundred.
The new tariff card shows no reductions on staple goods.

RESOURCES

TION ELECTS NEW OFFICERS

BEER

ON

Loans and Discounts
Furniture and Fixtures
Real Estate
Cash
Due from other Banks

Stockholders of the
Building and Loan association
met
last night and transacted routine business and then elected a new board of
directors to serve during the twelve
months to come. The affairs of the
association were reported to be In a
substantial condition. The directors
are: David Weinman, H. D. Boat-righ- t,
J. F. Sulzer, Albert Faber, C.
A. Hawks, J. E. Elder, George A.
Kaseman and W. W. Strong.
The board of directors organized by
electing the following officers:
President D. II. Broadrlght.
W. W. Strong.
Vice President
Treasurer George A. Kaseman.
Secretary J. E. Elder
Attorney Felix H. Lester.

150,000.00
69,044.11
1.299.919.SS

Sl.60S.9tS.79

Territory of New

MONDAY,

367,(05. 13

Capital Paid Up
Surplus and Profits
Deposits .

Mexico,

County of Bernallll

MORTUARY

HOUSE,

13.t21.7
117.469.SS

LIABILITIES

I, W. S. Strlckler, Vice President and Cashier of the
above named bank, do solemnly swear that the above
statement is true to the best of my knowledge and belief.
W. S. STRICKLER.
V. P. & Cash.
SubscrPfed and sworn to before me this 8th day of

January,

FEB.

A. D. 1997.

R. M. MERRITT.
Notary Public,
Correot-Attes-

t:

SOLOMON

J.

LUNA,

C BALDRIDGE,

Directors.

W. J. JOHNSON,

XDeX4K3eX)O4K3O004pOOO4K

OPERA

$1,005, 430. SS
S, 036. 91

Sl,E03.t63.7S

Kate EtlM'lbu.
Kate Ethelbu, wife of K. Ethelba,
died at St. Joseph's hospital of tuberculosis this morning. The funeral
will be held at the church of the Im
BERNALILLO
COUNTY
haculate Conception tomorrow morn
ing at 9 o'clock. Father Mandalari
will officiate. She Is survived by a
BUNCH ON WRONG SIDE husband,
John Ethelba, a carpenter,
The home is at 311 North Third street.
The woman was 20 years old. Her
Geo. Learnard and Arthur Cava-naug- h husband is a graduate of the Indian
returned on the limited today school here.'; She was a full blood
Irom Santa, where the latter, ac- Imliuii.
cording to Mr. Learnard, was the
show
whole thing in a minstrel
To lie SlilpiMsl Hack 1 Ionic.
which the Santa Fe lodge of Elks
The body of Clyde Alexander, who
pulled off there Wednesday and died early yesterday morning of tynights.
Thursday
Mr.
Learnard phoid fever at St. Joseph's hospital,
looked In upon the legislature.
He will be shipped to his former home
says that the Bernalillo delegation is at Toledo, Ohio,
for burial. His
working hard, but appears to be on mother has telegraphed that she will
the wroig side to accomplish any- arrive here this evening from Toledo
thing.
and acompany the body to the home.
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Convenience - Comfort - Security
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Engagement of the Eminent Actor

The telephone makes the
duties lighter, tho cares less

CHARLES B. HANFORD
Accompanied by

and the worries fewer.

MISS MARIE DROFNAH
Presenting Shakespeare's Greatest Historical Drainu

CAESAR
JULIUS
and a Carload
40 people
fhe

YOU NEED A TELEPIIOXE

a Strict ol Beautiful Stage
of
Settings Showing
Special Scenery
Production
An Event of Unusual Artistic Importance.
The Grand Square in I tome. Tlio Human Senate. The Conspiracy iii
Brutus' Cardcn, The Great Oiiurrt- Scene In tli Tent of
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DKALEK IN
New and Second Hand

Furniture Repaired,

FURNITURE

MATTRESSES

Household Goods,
Stoves, Ranges,
Chinaware, Crockery.

Made Over, Upholstering and Picture Framing.
All Work Guaranteed.

315 and 319 South Second Street
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am
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ri
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Alvarado, Cathedral, Commercial

ri

s
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Club

Household Goods of Every Description

i$g.
V4T6?

& Co.
Borradaile
IV. Gold

"7

Ave.

REMOVAL
.

French Bakery

. .

From 213 West Railroad Ave.

ALBUQUERQUE, N. M.

To 202 East Railroad Ave.
Raynolds' New Building

n,

-

stfc

Si

Crockery
Souvenir
views or

skoss

Chas. L. Keppeler

ii

HANDSOME

Phllllpi.
sale Saturday, Feb. 9Ui.
the cast as "Marc Antony,"
in the famous Booth-Ba- r

p

IN YOUR HOME

THE COLORADO TELEPHONE CO.

In

Brums. The Plains of
PRICES: 7Sc, $1 00 anil $1.50. Scats on
NOTE Mr. Hanford will appear in
the same role he so successfully played
rett combinations for two seas ens.

telephone
Tho
preserrM
your health, prolongs your Ufa
and protects your borne.

Where to Dine Well

Albuquerque,

Santa Fe Restaurant

New Mexico

Open Day and Night.

Meals at all Hours. First Class Service Private
Dining Rooms in Connection. Fresh Lobsters
and Blue Point Oysters Received Daily. . .
JSitvoy He itcl
Ut ii

J.

C.

BALDRIDGE

DEALER IN NATIVE AND CHICAGO LUMBER

--

Icr
C. E. SUNTAAGG,

Proprietor

S
PA I N'T Covers inure, looks best, wears
the longest, most economical; full measure.
Plaster, Lime, Cement,
BL'ILDIXtl
PAPKH Alwayj In stock.
Paint, Glass, Sush, Doors, Etc.
FlitST STREET AND COAL AVE. AI.Itl yl EltQl E, NEW HEX.
SHEIIWIN'-WILLIAM-

mmm

ALBUQUERQUE

FACE SIX.

THELEGISLATURE
Sulzer's Council

Bill

Gets a

Hard Fall In the
House.
PETITIONS COME

IN

BUNCHES

Northern Torrance County Residents Oppose Dalies County
Seat Bill Vigorously.
TIIK HOl'SK.

Fourteenth Iu) llnimliijr Morning.
Pursuant to adjournment the houxe

met at 10:30 o'clock yesterday morning. Speaker Haea In the chair. The
chaplain offered the Invocation, followed by the reading of the roll by
Chief Clerk Staplin, to which all
Upon
present.
motion,
answered
duly seconded and carried, the reading of the Journal of the previous
session was dispensed with and the
Hpcaker was Instructed to order the
Journal approved after personally approving It.
Council bill No. 32. Introduced by
the
Mr. Sulzer and which passed
council Wednesday, was taken up, on
motion of Mr. Holt, duly seconded
and carried, to suspend the rules for
that purpose. This is the bill carrying an appropriation of $8,000 for
repairing dikes six miles above Albuquerque on the Rio Grande.
The
bill was read the first and second
time by title.
At this stage a message from the
governor was announced. While the
message was being handed with due
form to the chlecf clerk, council bill
No. 32 was read in full the third time
preparatory to Its passage, upon the
motion of Mr. Holt, duly seconded
and carried. Mr. Holt then moved
that the bill "be now tabled indefinitely."
The motion was seconded
by Mr. Beach and the house by a
viva-voc- e
vote declared the bill tabled indefinitely, and the speaker so
ordered.
Mr. Abbott, of Santa Fe, then presented six petitions signed by residents of Torrance county protesting
against the passage of the bill introduced by Mr. Dalles, of the council,
for the creation of a new county of
Torrance, with new lines and the removal of the county seat from
to Willard.
The petitions
were received and ordered filed, with
two petitions on the same matter submitted by Mr. Abbott on the day previous. The first petition was from
various parts of Torrance county and
bore a certified statement of the
amount of taxable property upon
which th signers were paying taxes.
This amounted to $150,000.
The
seecond was from the precinct of
Tajique, Torrance county; the third
was from Morlarlty precinct:
the
fourth was from Torreon precinct;
the fifth was from Estancia precinct,
and the sixth was from East View
precinct. This makes a total of eight
petitions against this proposed legislation now in the house.
Mr. Ruppe presented a petition
containing about 400 slgnautres from
Bernalillo county, asking for a reduction in fees and salaries in county offices. This petition was referred
to the committee on finance by the
speaker.
The committee on penitentiary, Mr.
Green chairman, then reported on
house bill No. 19, previously introduced by Speaker Baca, providing
for the construction of an electric
light plant at the penitentiary near
Santa Fe.
The committee favored
the bill, but amended it to read as
an addition to section 3, as follows:
"Provided that the price to consumers of such light and power shall
not be less than is charged by other
electric light companies owned or
operated by private Individuals or
corporations."
Mr. Baca protested against
this
amendment, stating that it was aimed to defeat the very object for which
the bill was drafted, and that rather
than see the bill pass with such an
amendment, he would see it defeated
before It left the house. "I am opposed to the Santa Fe Water & Light
company," said the speaker, "and I
am working for the Interests of the
people who sent me to thiB legislature, and of all the people of Santa
Fe county.
Power and light can be
furnished cheaper than we now get
It, and I want to see that bill pass
unamended."
Further action on the Teport of the
committee was temporarily postponed.
The introduction of bills was
the next order of business.
House bill No. 65 was introduced
by Mr. Gal legos an act to compel
railroad companies to furnish cars
when demanded, and for other purposes. This bill provides that railroads must furnish
shippers with
cars not to exceed six days after a
request for cars; that the railroads
must deliver to the consigners freight
so shipped within a reasonable time
after the cars have been loaded; that
reecivers of said shippings must unload the cars within forty-eighours
arter they have been notified of their
arrival at the point for which they
were destined, and that they Khali
be Bubject to a fine of $25 per car
for each twenty-fou- r
hours the cars
are left unloaded after the expiration
of the first forty-eighours; that the
law Is not In effect in case of strikes
or other public calamities.
The bill
also provides that the railroads must
publish
passenger
of
timetables
trains In at least one newspaper, preferably In the county seat of each
county. The bill was read the first
time by title and the second time in
full, and ordered translated, printed
and referred to the committee on
railroads.
The next order was bills on their
third reading.
House bill No. 19, reported by the
committee on penitentiary, relative
to the building of an electric plant at
By
the penitentiary, was taken up.
consent Speaker Baca
unanimous
was allowed to
the bill to
the committee so that he might ap
pear before the committee to dls- (ms the proposed amendment.
The committee on Judiciary, Mr.
Holt chairman, reported unfavorably
on house bill No. 25 an act relative
to assault and battery previously introduced by Mr. Holt. The committee offered a substitute for house bill
No. 25 ,to amend Bection 1099 of the
compiled laws of 1S97. relative to assault and battery.
The section in
question concern assault by words
and the substitute bill aimed to make
the provisions mure definite. Upon
motion of Mr. Holt, who explained
the substitute bill was offered.
la

ht

ht

er

the house adopted the report of the
Mr. Holt then moved
committee.
that house bill No. 2R original be
tabled Indefinitely, and the motion
prevailed by a viva-voc- e
vote.
Mr. Holt then moved that house
bill No. 25 substitute
be read the
second time by title and the third
time In full, preparatory to Its passage.
The motion prevailed.
The
bill was read the second time by title
and the third time In full, and, upon
motion of Mr. Holt, duly seconded,
the bill passed the house by a unanimous viva-voc- e
vote.
House bill No. 24, previously Introduced by Mr. Holt an act relative
to larceny or embezzlement.
which
was favorably reported ty the committee on Judiciary, came up under
the same order of business.
The
bill was read the third time In full,
preparatory to passage, upon motion
of Mr. Holt, duly seconded and carried. Mr. Holt moved the passage
f the bill, which was duly seconded.
The bill then passed the house by a
viva-voc- e
vote.
Under the order of communications, Chief Clerk staplln read a message from the governor, which announced that he had signed council
bill No. 1, introduced In the council
by Mr. Miera an act providing tot
the election of Jury commissioners,
etc.
This Is the first bill to become
a law. It amends chapter 116 of the
laws of 1905.
Business on the speaker's desk was
the next order. The following bills
from the council, previously received, were read by title the first and
second time, and referred
to the
proper committees iy the speaker.
8,
Council bill No.
Introduced by
Mr. Sargent
an act permitting the
territorial auditor and treasurer to
harmonize certain discrepancies on
their books. Referred to the committee on finance.
Council bill No. 15, introduced by
Mr. Dalles an act for the abolish
ment of Torrance county and the
creation of a new county of Torrance,
with the county seat at Willard Instead of Estancia. Referred to the
committee on counties and county
lines.
Council Bill No. 31, Introduced by
Mr. Chaves an act to amend section
8, chapter 2. of the laws of 1903,
relative to admission to the Institute
for the blind. Referred to the com
tnlttee on public institutions.
Council bill No. 32, Introduced by
Mr. Richards
an act for the repeal
or chapter 33 of the laws of 1903,
an act defining the course of proced
ure in cases of persons claiming dam
ages against railroads. Referred to
the committee on Judiciary.
A meeting of the committee on
counties and county lines was an
nounced for Monday afternoon, at 3
o clock. In the house.
The house then udjourned unt!!
10 o clock this morning.
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Stokes and Wife Quit Their
Tenement House

East-Si- de
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Mrs. Bambini, at
209 West Railroad

CIIIUOPO.

her parlors.

No.
prj-pare-

Rising lVora the Grave.
A prominent
manufacturer,
Wm.
A. Fertwell, of Lucama, N. C, relates
a most remarkable
experience. He
says: "After taking less than three
bottles of Electric Bitters, I feel like
one rising from the grave. My trouble is Bright! disease, In the Dia
betes stage. I fully believe Electric
Outers will cure me permanently, for
it has already stopped the liver and
which have
bladder complications
trobuled me for years." Guaranteed
only
50c.
by all druggists. Price

NEW MEXICO

capital and surplus, $tov,ooo

INTEREST

ALLOWED

SAVINGS

ON

With Ampla Meant and Unsurpassed

DEPOSITS

Facilities.

3$
Extends to Depositors Every Proper Accommodation,
New Accounts Capital, $150,000.00.

and

Solicits

OFFICERS AND DIRECTORS
Solomon Luna, President; W. S. Strlckler, V. P. and Cashier; W. J.
Johnson, Asst. Cashier: Wm. Mcintosh, J. C. Baldrldge, Salomon Luna, A. M. Blackwell,
Geo. Arnot, O. E. Cromwell.

Venceslado Grlego, Jose Armenta,
Rafael Grlego and Carlos Grlego, alt
of Carpenter, N. M.
MANUEL R. OTERO,
Register.

DEPOSITORY FOR THE ATCHISON, TOPEKA AND SANTA FE RY.

O

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
Department of the Interior, United
States Land Office.
Santa Fe, N. M., Jan. 25, 1907.
Notice is hereby given that
Garcia of Carpenter, N. M.,
his filed notice of his intention to
make final five-yeproof In support
of his claim, viz: Homestead entry
No. 9298. made May 1, 1906, for the
Mel-cho-

FIRST NATIONAL BANK

ir

ALBUQUERQUE,

NEW MEXICO

ar

SE4 NW4 and
Tp.

M

4

js

?

y

'

x

N

SW,

omenta and director

Sec. 30,

JOSHUA 8. RAYNOLDS
M. W. FLOURNOY
FRANK McKKE
R. A. FROST
H. F. RAYNOLDS

Range 6E., and that said
proof will be made before II. W. S.
Otero United States court commissioner, at Albuquerque, N. M., on
March 6, 1907.
He names the following witnesses
to prove
his continuous residence
upon, and cultivation of, the land,
9N.,

President
vice President
Cashier

Assistant Cashier
Director

U. m. DEPOSITORY
Capital
Authorized
Paid Up Capital, Surplus and Profits

viz:

Candelarlo Ruiz, Pedro Garcia y
Garcia, Jose Grlego and Luis Garcia
y Garcia, all of Carpenter, N. M.
MANUEL R. OTERO,
Register.

Depository

(or Atchison, Topeka

&

1500,000.8
$250,000.0

Santa Fe Railway Company

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
Department of the Interior, United
states Land Office.
Santa Fe, N. M., Jan. 25, 1907.
Notice is hereby given that Daniel
JInso of Carpenter, N. M., has filed
notice of his Intention to make final
ar
proof In support of his
claim, viz:
entry No.
Homestead
9461 made May 22, 1906, for
the
SW
SEV4 and SEK SW, Sec. 12,
Tp. 10N., Range 6E., and that said
proof will be made before H. W. S.
Otero, United States court commissioner, at Albuquerque, N. M., on
March 5, 1907.
He names the following witnesses
to prove
his continuous residence
upon, and cultivation of, the land,
viz:
Leandro Jaramlllo,
Jesus Garcia,
Donaclano Gutierres
and Manuel
Gutlerres, all of Carpenter, N. M.
MANUEL R. OTERO.
Register.

WITH HIS DEVOTED WIFE HE
WILL SEEK A BROADER FIELD
TO GIVE HIS TIME TO ORGANIZATION AND PHILANTHROPIC LITERATURE.

land, where they will find more time
to devote to philanthropic literature
and to use In encouraging charity
work in a broader field.
It is the aim of young Stokes to
organize the devotees of this kind
of work all over the country and
concentrate his efforts toward directSpecial Correspondence.
At the same
New York, Feb. 7. Nearly two ing their operations.
years ago when J. O. Phelps Stokes time he will strive to give more pubdemonstrated his faith in his cher- licity to evils that oppress the tollished theory of democracy by marry- ers he Is trying to instruct and
ing a poor Russian charity worker
and making his home on an upper
Our ROUGH DRY work aon's have
floor of an east side tenement,
the
be washed over. Imperial Launworld cast aside the last doubt of his to
dry Co.
sincerity.
There he has lived and worked.
abandoning
his big estates and
spending his Income for the good of NEW MEXICO GOOD
NOTICE TOR PUBLICATION.
his Zellowmen.
Faithfully and with
enthusiasm, his young wife has sec
of the Interior, United
ROADS CONVENTION Department
onded his efforts to assist the sick
States Land Office.
and needy and uplift the
Santa Fe, N. M., Jan. 25, 1907.
Notice is hereby given that Eduar-d- o
Practically every cent of the in
The third annual session of the
Carter of Chllill, N. M., has filed
come from his fortune has been New Mexico Good Roads convention notice of his intention to make final
spent by young Stokes In university Is called to meet in the capltol buildproof In support of his
settlement work and other philan ing In Santa Fe, on Monday, Febru- claim, viz: Homestead
entry No.
thropic schemes. For his own liveli- ary 18, 1907. at 8 p. m. Boards of 6752 made Jan. 2, 1902, for the EH
hood he has depended almost entire- county commissioners, mayor and NEVi, Sec. 12, Tp. 8N., 6E., NW14
ly upon the stipend gained from his councils of cities and towns, commerNW, Sec. 7, and SWfc SW14, Sec.
literary productions.
cial bodies and local Improvement 6, Tp. 8N., Range 7E., and that said
Now, believing that
his efforts societies are invited to send delegates, proof will be made before H. W. S.
have been too much along one line. not exceeding ten in number. Able Otero, United States court commisthe young millionaire and his wife speakers will be In attendance. Lists sioner, at Albuquerque, N. M., on
have announced that they will aban- of delegates should be sent to Col. March 15, 1907.
don their east side home and move R. R. Twltchell, Palace hotel, Santa
He names the following witnesses
to a little bungalow ou Staten Is Fe.
to prove - his continuous residence
upon, and cultivation of. the land.

Nothing Too

There is NO i
GOOD for the American
people that's why
slatted

'c

to make Cascarcts Candy
Cathartic. The first box rude
its appearance in
and the
For the
enthusiastic endorsement of
the people has been bestow d
upon Cascarets ever
The sale today is at the
rate of OVER A MILLION
BOXES A MONTH, proving that the American people recognize, that what is BEST FOR THEM is none too good.
Why this enormous patronage ?
The answer is simple: Cascarets are pure, Jean, sweet,
mild, fragrant, harmless but effective little tablets for the treatment and cure of Constipation and all Bowel Troubles. '1 hey
are put up in neat little enamel boxes, easy to buy, easy tc
tarry (in-or purse), easy to take and easy of action,
always eliable, always the same, they "work while you slcp"
and wake you up feeling fine in the morning.

Good

STATE NATIONAL BANK

J

ALBUQUERQUE, NEW MEXICO

flve-ye-

five-ye-

1

American People

vest-pock-

d
avenue. Is
to give thorough scalp treatment, do hair dressing, treat corns,
bunions and Ingrowing nails. She
gives massage treatment and manicuring. Mrs. Bambini's own preparation of complexion cream builds up
the skin and improves the complex-Ion- ,,
and is guaranteed not to be Injurious. She also prepares a hair
tonic that cures and prevents dandruff and hair falling out; restore!
life to dead hair;
removes molej,
warts and superfluous hair. Also a
face powder, a freckle cure and pimple cure and pile cure. All of these
preparations
are purely vegetable
compounds. Have Just added a vi
brator machine for treatment of
scalp, face and cure of wrinkles. It
Is also used for rheumatism,
pains
ana massage.

ALBUQUKRQUK

viz:

Was a Bricklayer.

DIST.

ar

ar

"The Spoilers"
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MONTEZUMA TRUST CO.

Department of the Interior, United
States Land Off Ice.
Santa Fe, N. M., Jan. 25, 1907.
Notice Is hereby given that Jose
Grlego y Garcia of Carpenter, N. M.,
has filed notice of his Intention to
make final five-yeproof in support
of his claim, viz:
Homestead entry
No. 9678 made July 17, 1096.. for
the SE
SEA, Sec. 35, Tp. 10 N.,
Range 6E and lot 1 and SES4 NEK.
Sec. 2, and lot 4, Sec. 1, Tp. 9N.,
Itange 6E., and that said proof will
be made before United State Court
Commissioner II. W. S. Otero, at Albuquerque, N. M., on March 6, 1907.
He names the following witnesses
to prove
his continuous residence
upon, and cultivation of, the land,

(Author of

'

-

port rmuoATiov.

Depnrtment mt the Interior, United
States Land Office.
Santa Fe, N. M., Jan. 25, 1107.
Notice Is hereby Riven that Luis
Garcia of Carpenter, N. M., has Died
notice of his Intention to make final
proof in support of his
clfllm. viz:
Homestead entry No.
9220 made April 17, 1906, for the
NW14 SBM. HE
SW, Sec. 19,
Tp. 90N., Range 6E.. and that said
proof will be made before H. W. 8.
Otero, United States court commissioner, at Albuquerque, N. M., on
March 6, 1907.
He names the following witnesses
to prove
his continuous residence
upon, and cultivation of, the land,
vis:
Carlos Lopez, Federlco Lopez, Fau-ntl- n
Garcia and Luis Garcia y Garcia, all of Carpenter, N. M.
MANUEL R. OTRRO,
Register.
five-ye-

it7-

,

NOTICE tX)H I'l'BLICATION.
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Literary recognition has never been
more quickly or easily attained than
by Rex Beach, the young author of
"The Spoilers" and other tales, who,
with the assistance of James McAr-thu- r,
made the dramutlzatlon of his
Alaskan novel to be produced under
the direction of Daniel Frohman at
the Columbia theater.
Mr. Beach Is in Washington, ab
sorbed in the task of polishing oft his
drama of the Klondike, but Is never
too busy to chat about his work and
phenomenal
success.
When
he
chooses, Mr. Beach can converse in
hiigltsh that would meet the approv
al of Henry James, but ordinarily he
prerers to express himself verbally
In the terse, succinct vernacular that
is typically American.
"When 1 first broke Into this game,"
he said yesterday, speaking of his
magazine work, "I was ashamed to
take the money. I couldn't see the
value of anything I was writing, and
It was always with a feeling of utmost
surprise that I opened the check envelope.
You see, It came about like
this. I was up in Alaska before and
during the Klondike rush, mixing In
the mining game for all 1 was worth.
and I met a fellow who showed me
some things he had written with the
Klondike us the scene of action. After
reading this stuff, which was ac
cepted and printed by the way, I
came to the conclusion that I could
hund out something equally as bad
and acceptable.
"When 1 returned
I
spent some leisure hours In compiling a couple of yarns of the wild and
woolly variety.
Some one named
what they considered the hardest
magazine to break into, und I got up
nerve enough to mail a manuscript of
my first story. The colonel and the
Horse Thief.' to that publication. I
nearly had heart failure when It was
accepted without parley.
After 'The Spoilers' was palmed
off on the suffering public a story
that you couldn't pay me to read I
dlclded to give up the brick business
ind stick to the game of letters. You
see I am a gold miner and was a
brlckmuker. I have merely combined
the two professions."
Mr. Beach was entertained at din
ner recently by Walter A. Clark,
Washington
correspondent
of the
Seattle
at Mr.
Clark's residence. 2236 Q street.
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They not only regulate the movement and stimulate the muscu'ar vcr.!i ; rt
the bowels, but they keep the ENTIRE CANAL CLEAN and antiseptic, lorcin ;
out and destroying all disease germs that breed in Uie accumulated filth mil. ?
promptly and regularly discharged. Therefore, they are a great pieveuUvc cf
disease, and may be taken continuously as a precautionary measure.
The new Pure Drugs Act, adopted by Congress on June 30, 1905, an.' :n
effect January 1, 1907, is a GOOD LAW and means better and PUKU:
drugs for the American People. We endorse it and will live up to it in
SPIRIT and LETTER, an easy task, as we have always been actua'cd
by the same principles and no changes are required in our formula or package.
We adopted OUR OWN PURE DRUG LAW in 1896 when the first
box A Cascarets came on the market and have lived and worked and produced under it ever since.
a record of nearly 100,000,000 boxes sold, Cascarets STAND
the greater in PURITY, QUALITY and MEDICINAL MERIT than any
other preparation for Bowel trouble in all the world.
This should be a great argument for any one, to try Cascarets AT
ONCE, and be healthier and happier for it. Some people have CHRONIC
CONSTIPATION with all the horrors derived from it; others have HABITUAL CONSTIPATION from csrelessness and neglect,' but nearly
EVERYBODY has OCCASIONAL
CONSTIPATION, which, if not
promptly taken care of is liable to result in its degeneration into the worse
forms and cause great suffering and perhaps death.
Cascarets, if taken patiently and regularly, will remedy all of these
awful troubles, but if taken promptly at the very first sign of an irregular,
ity of the Bowels, will act as the FINEST PREVENTIVE ever discovercj
and will keep all the machinery running in good order.
7jj
We advise you to get a little 10c box of Cascarets
and carry
it in your purse or vest pocket Take one when you feel anything unusual
bow'uYour
own druggist will stU you the little box, under
Atr,your
GUARANTY of satisfaction or money refunded. All druggists, 10c, 25c, 50c
er

TO-DA-

Y

CAPITAL

$100,000.00

SURPLUS FUND

With ample Capital, Conservative Management and Representative
Board of Directors we are prepared to offer unexcelled facilities
for the transaction of all legitimate branches of Banking
Business.
O. N. MARRON,

President; Wm. FARR, Vice President; J. B.
Cashier; ROY McDONALD, Assistant Cashier.

HERNDON,

j

GROSS, KELLY & CO., INC.

Wholesale Grocers

ar

Wool, Hide and Pelt Dealers
ALBUQUERQUE AND LAS VEGAS

siz:
Miguel Apodaca, Pablo Beldonado,
Cldilo Montoyo and Celso Carter, all
of Chllill, N. M.

GROSS, KELLY & CO., INC.

MANUEL R. OTERO,
Register,
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.

IF YOU ARE IN SUSPENSE

Department of the Interior, United
States Land OfTIoe.
Santa Fe, N. M.. Jan. 25, 1907.
Notice Is hereby given that Carlos
Grlego of Carpenter. N. M., has filed
notice of his intention to make final
nve-yeproor in support of his
claim, viz:
encry No.
Homestead
made July 17. 1906. for the
SW
NWt4, NW
SWVi. Sec. 1.
und NVi SE1J, Sec. 2, Tp. 9N., Range
bt.., and that said proof will be made
before the United States Court Commissioner. H. V. S. Otero, at Albu- luerque, N. M on March 5, 1907.
He names the following witnesses
to prove his continuous residence
upoti, and cultivation of, the land,

as to the best purchasing place for
finished building lumber dispel your
anxiety of mind by marching right
straight to this office. Our yard la
stacked and stocked full of the
choicest output of the highest grade
lumber mills and you'll not turn away
on account of our pricing.

ur

87.

RIO

Department
of the Interior, United
States Land Office.
Santa Fe. N. M.. Jan. 25. 1907.
Notice Is hereby given that Juan
Antonio Garcia of Carpenter. N. M..
has ilcd notice of his Intention to
make final flve-yeproof In support
of his claim, viz:
Homestead entry
no. 9297, made May 1, 1906, for the
SVi SWH. Sec. 19. and N
MWK,
See. 30. Tp. 9N., Range 6E.. and that
said proof will be made before 11. W.
S. Otero, United States Court Commissioner, at Albuquerque, N. M., on
March 5, 1907.
He names the following witnesses
to prove his continuous residence
upon, and cultivation of, the land.
viz:

Puustln Garcia. Pedro Garcia
Garcia, Curloa Lopez and Jose Griego,
all of Carpenter. N. M.
MANUEL R. OTERO.
Register.

y

If you want results In advertising,
trv an evening Citizen want ad.

GRANDE

LUMBER

GO,

zJ Corner Third and Marquette

viz:

Venceslado Grlego Joss Armenta,
Rafael Grlego and Jose Grlego y
Garcia, all of Carpenter, N. M.
MANUEL R. OTERO.
Register.
NOTICE I'OH PUBLICATION.
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L. B, PUTNEY

THE WHOLESALE GROCER
FLOUR, GRAIN AND PROVISIONS
Carries the largest and Most Exclusive Stock of Staple Groceries in
In the Southwest,

FARM AND FREIGHT WAGONS
RAILROAD AVENUE.

QPSOaKoaoao
THE

ALUUQUERQUE, N. U.

Albuquerque Lumber Co.
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL

Lumber, Glass, Cement and Rex

First and Marqette

Fttote

Roofing

Alfeoqaerqce, New Mexico

Friday, February

s.
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The Room You Sleep In
should be restful to the eye as
well as to the body to prevent
that tired feeling when you get
up. One of our Brass Bods
and Princess Dressers Is a
thing of beauty and a Joy for
ever, and a Lrggctt A riatt
spring with an Ostermoor
g
comMattress Is a
fort.

like molasses, but when heated It becomes perfectly fluid, so that there Is
no difficulty In getting all the penetration necessary; and by applying a
light vacuum nt the close It seems to
seal the pores so that after the ties
are taken out of the cylinder they can
be handled without any difficulty, and
very little of the oil seems to run out.
Of these In the Texas track sufficient
oil has ooxed to the outside of the tie
to practically mnke a thin asphalt
covering.
The supervision of this work comes
under E. o. Faulkner, manager of
the tie and timber department of the
Santa Fe system.
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A Call to My Sale
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"The Ragged Messenger,-- ' which
Creston Clarke will present iU the
Elks' opera house on Saturday night.
Is an Ingeniously
constructed j.lay
that Is deserving of unstinted praise
for Its own worthiness. Theie are
many fine moments In It ns well as
Its different
situations.
unusual
characters run the gamut of human
emotions, and Us big problem of the
conflict between priestly holiness and
with
worldly love Is handled
a
strength and delicacy that compel
KANSAS AFTER THE
one's admiration and sympathy. It Is
Just teeming with terrific heart InterThe Furniture Man
PULLMAN COMPANY est, and, according to the criticisms
that have been read and heard, cresCor. Coal & 2d. V. End Viaduct.
ton Clarke portrays Its leadlnc charAuto Phone 474. Cclo. Phon, Red J 77
acter, John Morton, the clergyman, as
STATU MAY UOMPEL RAILROAD
If Inspired.
TO CARRY PASSENGERS ON
FREIGHT TRAINS.
riiAiu.Ks n. iiANKonn in I
miliis OAKS Alt, I II II.
That sterling actor Charles It. Han- Topeka, Kan., Feb. 8. The house
railroad committee has recommend ford returns to this city on Monday,
ed for passage the bill Introduced by February 11, at the Elks' opera house
Bird, of Shawnee, fixing a maximum with one of the most Important and
charge for sleeping car rates. How- niHwIve productions, whjich in his
ever, the committee amended It brilliant career, he has ever offered to
g
public. Each of his
slightly.
The bill originally placed the
seventy-fiv- e
cents as the minimum special presentations of great playscharge and the committee raised It from season to season has In turn atto $1.00. The committee also rec- tacted popular applause and com
ommended for passage the bill Intro- mended Itself to critical approval. Itduced by Saunders, of Sedgwick, Is becoming understood that Mr. Hancompelling railroads to carry passen- ford was consistently following out a
gers on freight trains. This is the program of great revivals, concenbill the traveling men of the state trating his efforts annually on an ade
quate representation of one of the
are boosting.
masterpieces
which are
dramatic
Will
CalOil
Brought
be
A Habit to Ho Encouraged.
From
by
Will
Charge
Regulate
State
much heard of but all too seldom rep
DAMAGES AUK ASKKI) BY
The mother who has acquired the
any
con
degree
of
resented with
ifornia. Snap Shots All
MAN FOR LOSS OK A I.K
habit of keeping on hand a bottle of
Law. Severe Penalty ProIn the district court at El Paso scientious intelligence.
Chamberlain's Cough Remedy, saves
appear
will
year
Mr.
Hanford
This
Along the Line.
yesterday a $25,000 damage suit was
herself a great amount of uneasiness
vided for Violation.
trag
Antony"
In
the
Brent
filed by J. L. Mills of El Paso against as "Marc
Coughs, colds and
and anxiety.
statesmanship
Caesar.'
"Julius
croup, to which chlld.-ethe A. T. & S. F. Railroad company. edy of
are suscepopportuni
Its
artistic
The Santa Fe will erect a new tie The plaintiff is suing for the loss of a This role with
tible are quickly cured by Its use.
Topeka. Kan., Feb. 8. :A commitplaced
Mr.
Is
one
first
which
the
preserving pl,ant at Helen, New Mex- leg. He alleges tn his petition that ties
It conteracts any tendency of a cold
tee of the Kansas state legislature ap- ico,
says the Topeka Journal.
This on the 14th of November, 1905, nt Hanford securely In the ranks of to result In pneumonia, and If given
is
pointed to investigate the Kansas City point, thirty miles south of Albuquera
number
of
stars.
It
as soon as the first symptoms
Shawnee, N. M., he was employed as dramatic
of
stock yards, with reference to yard que, Is the Junction of the Relen cut- a fireman on the defendant's road. years since he has played It and yet croup appear. It will prevent the atand
often
remembered
Is
well
tack. This remedy contains nothing
age and feed charges, and weight off, the coast lines division and the He claims that he was not advised he
A. T. & S. F. railway
proper. The that after the engine had been stop- spoken of by students of the stage Injurious and mothers give it to litmakes the following report:
exponent
role,
at
this
of
typical
a
as
tle ones with a feeling of perfect seit would move forward by the es1.
That the present charges for plant will have two cylinders and will ped
cape of steam, and consequently was once so dashing and yet so profound. curity. Sold by all druggists.
feed bo maintained; that a law be be designed to work any particular
company
on
a
s
will
he
Mr.
Hanford
that
passed IeRallzInK the present charges Process. The Immediate Intention Is not on his guard. Mills contends
which
the organizations
FREE LUNCH AT THE WHITE
treat with the Reuplng process, a he was taken wholly by surprise par with
r
on ivr hpml for tmodification
customarily appeared In his sup ELEPHANT.
have
engine
forward
process
the
when
started
creosote
of
the
calves,
weighing cattle, ten cents for
on his line of duty In port. The management has made due
six centa for hogs, and five cents for which has heretofore been described while he was
leg was run over and recognition of the fact that the heroic
In
front,
his
and
oil
these
columns
with
and
crude
price
of
sheep, up to a maximum
It will be similar In capacity of cylin- so badly smashed that amputation personages representd on the mimic
per car load.
by
and other respects to that com- was necessary between his ankle and Roman scene must be enacted
2.
It recommends that a law be ders
Players of far more than ordinary
pleted
knee.
Somerville,
Texas,
at
a
about
to
companies
requiring
all
enacted
capacity, and the company has been
ago, as per account In the railprovide sufficient weighing facilities year
engaged with a special view to the
IK)
way
AWAY
Engineering
WOULD
April
Review
and
of
atpenalty
equipment
and with
and
effective delineations of each role.
21, 1906, page 291. The building will
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WITH
so.
doing
tached for not
While "Julius Caesar" Is essentially a
In
yesterday
A
concrete,
be
bill
the
Introduced
of
reinforced
and
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general
attorney
of
3.
That the
man's play, that beautiful type of
SedgSaunders,
I.
'
of
yard
by
will
John
have
material
about
house
the
half
investigate
to
Kansas be Instructed
womanly dignity, "Portia" will give
county,
will
It
law,
a
If
capacity
becomes
wick
at
Somerville.
of
At
that
by
law
Kansas
the violation of the
the admirers of Miss Marie Drofnah
prevent
putting
plant
only
limits
New
from
Arizona
and
railroads
this
comCity
Yards
Stock
the Kansas
opportunity to see her congenially
pany and to enforce payment for past Mexico mountain pine will be treated of going or returning time of tickets an
on low rate excursion tlcken. cast.
violation of the law relating to for- using creosote for piling' and bridge except
The bill
eign corporations und to require ob timber, and California crude oil for says the Topeka Capital.
also makes the provision that the
aervance of this law In the future. treating ties.
may
oy
purcnaser
De soiu
tne
Experiments with crude oil for "cKeis
If both conditions are not complied
GOLD SHELL GLASSES
with, the attorney general sliould be treating timber have been conducted,"11 tickets except excursion tickets,
Reynold's,
Instructed to administer the punish- by the A. T. & 8 F. railway for sev- c
well known In rail-eryears The theory of the use of road
OF FIFTY-NIN- E!
ment of the law to this corporation,
clrc,e8 here and wh(,
hereto.
and any other Btock yards company
of heat and moisture as conditions engineers for the Santa Fe, has re- disregarding the law.
4.
It recommends that failure of essential to the fungus growth which cently been appointed road foreman DEATH SENTENCE ABOLISHED
any stock yards company to deliver causes decay in timber. It occurred of engines In the place of Hugh
GIVES JOY TO
IN KANSAS
Any style frame, fitted with
THREE-SCORDREADING
full weight or measure of feed to Its to the timber experts of this road
to
who
has
been
transferred
the best grade White Bracustomers, should suiter from a fitting that if they could, by taking thor- the Chicago division. Mr. Reynolds
SOILS.
zilian Lens. Will be in Albuoughly
wood in which will have jurisdiction from La Junta
fine.
querque soon. It will pay
Tnneka. Kan.. Feb. S. There Is
i. The committee recommends condition the cells or pores would be to Las Vegas.
any one needing glasses to
The
empty, then block
lov In the Kansas penitentiary.
that the legislature of Kansas shall comparatively
watch The Citizen for date
request the legislature of Missouri to them up with some hard substance,
R. Klatt and family have moved to death sentence has been ralsea irom
of arrival and location. Diprisoners con
with them in the passage such treatment should stop the mois- Las Vegas from Belen, N. M., and the heads of fifty-nin- e
plomas ahd endorsements
victed of murder.
of Joint and uniform stock yards leg- ture getting Into the wood, and there- will make their future home on Dougon file.
by prevent decay. There Is one spe- las avenue In that city. Mr. Klutt
The legislature, now In session, has
islation.
cial kind of California crude oil of and family came originally
JNO. A. EDWARDS,
from abolished the "hang sentence" 'n
Chairman of Investigating Committee very low gravity which has about 75 Strong City, Kan., for health reasons Kansas. Hereafter men may oe sent
FREE EXAMINATION
It was shown that the price charged per cent asphaltum base and the bal and were residents of Lns Vegas about to the penitentiary for life, but no
governor can sign their death war
per head for weighing the Stock Yard ance light oils, the greater part of five years ago.
company receives per car load:
which vaporize on being heated. In
rant.
$4.50 the fall of 1901 a few New Mexico,
Hogs, 75 head at 6c
NOTICE KOK Pl'M.ICATION.
In fact, the convicts under sen
8.00 Arizona and Texas pine ties were se
tence to hang, two of whom are wo
Sheep, 100 head at 5c
Gov
3.50 lected, thoroughly seasoned and treat Department of the Interior, Land Ofmen, were In little danger.
Big steers, 14 head at 25c
The New York Eye
fice at Santa Fe, N. M.
ed with this oil, heated to 180 degrees
ernor Hoch has said that he wl'l
Ordinary killing cows, 24 head
29,
1907.
January
6
00
F.. and forced in under a pressure of
Specialist
never sign a death warrant. Hut the
at 25c
Notice Is hereby given that San- possibility that some governor would
B0 pounds to the square Inch.
8.00
The
Veal calveB, 80 at 10c
M.,
N.
tiago
Chillll,
Garcia,
has
of
execuany
chief
stockYearlings and
different ties took up from four galdo it remained, and
8.00 ons minimum to eight gallons maxi filed notice of his intention to make tive of the state might have made
ers, 32 head at 25c
five-yesupport
proof
in
of
final
mum of the oil. In the early spring
one of the biggest official slaughter
f 19U2 they were placed In an ex his claim, viz: Homestead Entry No. ings in Kansas history.
law was re
perimental track on the Gulf, Colo- 6591 made October 2. 1901, for the
The Kansas "hang
...Th
SWV4
and SW14 pealed because the Kansas legisla
MOTHER ALONE WILL
rado & Santa Fe railway between SEV! NWVi. KM
8 N, Range
3,
Township
SEVt,
Section
on
the
orlaw
Cleveland and Pelican, where an
tion did not want a
"SHORT LINE"
dinary loblolly pine tie will not Inst 6 E, and that said proof will be made statute books that Is a dead letter
S.
W.
United
H.
States
Otero,
before
penalty
a
to the mining camps of Colorado,
SAVE THAW'S LFIE over two years, or an untreated long Court Commissioner at Albuquerque, The old law provided for necessary
eaf tie much over three years.
of death. But it was first
Utah and Nevada;
to Denver,
N. M on March 5. 1907.
me
sign
governor
to
aeain
the
Colorado Springs and Pueblo, Is
In November last, when President
names the following witnesses for
He
not
would
warrant. The Kovernors
by way of Santa Fe, N. M., and
Ripley, Vice President Kendrlck and
prove his continuous residence up- do this.
ALL T1IK other Santa Fe officials were making to
TELL
the
WILL
SHE
on, and cultivation of, the land, viz:
abol
approves
the
Governor Hoch
STRANGE ACTS THAT WILL GO their annual Inspection, they person
Manuel Y. Acunla, Antonio Sando- ishing
punishment.
'What
of canltal
ally examined these ties and found val, Julian Lucero and Jose Mora, all
DENVER & RIO GRANDE
TO PROVE HIS INSANITY
a beautiful spectacle it would be,
that at the end of four years and nine of Chillll, N. M.
n
and
MIND.
AN
men
A
I'M
ON
II
see
CLINIC
he said, "to
months the
ties were perMANUEL R. OTERO.
RAILROAD
two women, all In a row, hanged at
fectly sound. One was taken out.
Register.
the same time!
through
sawed through the middle and under
the
fertile San Luis valo
Special Correspondence.
"Do you suppose that If I had a
ley; also to the San Juan country
rail base ana found as sound In
Hunting for Trouble.
New York. Feb. 5. The human the
my
hand
with
gallows,
on
the
Interior as though It had only
of Colorado.
"I've lived In California 20 years, man
mind will be dissected, analyzed and the
been a month In the track. Since then and am still hunting for trouble In on the lever, ready to spring the trap,
Its hidden mysteries unfolded at the examination
Never!"
has been made of others the way of burns, sores, wounds. I'd do It?
For Information as to rates,
Thaw trial as in no other celebrated by boring, and
The most noted of the "hang"
they all showed up bolls, cuts, sprains, or a case of piles
train service, descriptive literature
murder case.
penitentiary
Kansas
the
so that the Santa Fe people that Rucklen's Arnica Salve won't prisoners at
address.
Harry Thaw's mind will be the pa very well,
of the
determined to adopt this treat quickly cure," wrles Charles Walters, are: John Collins, convicted Sell,
S. K. HOOPER,
tlent at this rreat clinic, and the have
to
Willie
father;
of
his
No use murder
surgeons will be the staff of alienist ment for ties, while continuing with og Alleghany, Sierra county.
PusMenger
& Ticket Agent
of
murder
the
is
laid
5t"crl
every
hands
whose
for the bridge timber and hunting, Mr. Walters; It cures
retained both by Thaw's lawyers and creosote
Icnvcr, Colo.
by all druggists. his whole family, and Kmmct Dal- piling.
Guaranteed
case.
by the prosecution.
toii, of the famous Dalton gang.
This oil at ordinary temperature Is j 25c.
Quietly and as secretly as possible
a hord of witnesses hus been assem
bled In New York to prove the con
tentlon of the lawyers that Thaw is
Insane, and that he was insane when
he killed Stanford White. They will
testify to the alleged insanity in the
Thaw family, and will furnish the
background of fact on which the
alienists will paint the picture of the
young man with mind unbalanced.
K4
Members of the Thaw family will
4
come forward to add their corrobo
if
ration.
The whole theory of the defense
as seen from day to day In the court
Mexico
Railroad Metropolis of
room, points to the suffering mother
ALBUQUERQUE,
31
OF
SOUTH
0.
MILES
IS
BELEN
keyas
the
Mrs. William Thaw
Fe
Located on Belen Cut-of- f of
N. M., AT THE JUNCTION OF THE MAIN LINE OF
stone In the arch that will be built H
AND
EAST
SYSTEM
LEADING
up, step by step, as the lawyers bring
SANTA
FE
THE
one witness after another to estab
WEST FROM CHICAGO. KANSAS CITY, GALVESTON
defense.
lish the
AND POINTS EAST TO SAN FRANCISCO. LOS ANGEShe has compelled herself to face
LES. AND FROM THE EASTERN AND NORTHERN
eager
to
now
Is
she
until
terror
this
STATES TO EL PASO AND TEXAS.
do It or anything that will aid in
saving the life of her boy.
since
1,000 BUSINESS AND RESIDENCE LOTS. 25x110
Harry's birth hers has been a life
FEET. LAID OUT WITH BROAD 80 AND
of sacrifice, and It will be crowned
STREETS, WITH ALLEYS 20 FEET WIDE. WITH
with a halo of denunciation when
BEAUTIFUL LAKE AND PULLIC PARK A..D GRAND
What
she takes the witness stand.
OLD SHADE TREES; PUBLIC SCHOOL HOUSE, COST-INit will cost her pride no one can
$16,000; CHURCHES; COMMERCIAL CLUB; A
estimated
tell. Neither can It be
POI'ULATION OF 1,&00 FEOPLE; SEVERAL LARGE
what agonies of indecision she hus
BELEN
gone through.
ESTABLISHMENTS; THE
MERCANTILE
If Harry Tlliw is saved he will owe
PATENT ROLLER MILL. CAPACITY 100 BARRELS
his life to his mother.
DAILY; LARGE WINERY; THREE HOTELS. RESThe mind of the boy. the youth,
TAURANTS, ETC. BELEN IS THE LARGEST SHIPthe young man Is known better to
PING TOINT FOR WOOL. FLOUR. WHEAT. WINE,
her than to anyone else. And this
ITS
BEANS AND HAY IN CENTRAL NEW MEXICO.
she will tell as she saw It grow and
IMPORTANCE AS A GREAT COMMERCIAL RAILdevelop nut of the normal mental
ROAD CITY IN THE NEAR FUTURE CAN NOT BE
course of the spiritually healthy.
The distortions of the cnse of
ESTIMATED.
.
right and wrong, the early leanings
e
toward the eccentric, the disappear-ancWM, M. BERGER, Sec'y
jOHN BECKER, Pies
and many other
of
traits which must have brought
agony to the mother, will be told.
She, who has kept them hidden In
her heart of hearts for years, will
tell them. It is to save his life, and
for this she is willing to do it.
Does Harry Thaw know?
life-lon-

?
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Clearance Sale comes
when I close my door
SATURDAY NIGHT,
the 16th. ae je a6 ie aje

J. D. EMMONS

INDUCEMENT

SPECIAL

MY

LOOK AT MY WINDOW

PUT CRIMP TIE PRESERVING
PLANT

IN KANSAS CITY

GOES

o
o
o
o
o
o
o

play-goin-

TO BELEN

STOCKYARDS

L
MAN
DEL
Fine Clothing and Furnishing

'OOOOOOOO
A Valuable Lesson.
"Six years ago I learned a valuable
lesson," writes John Pleasant, of Magnolia, Ind. "I then began taking Dr.
King's New Life Pills, and the longer
I take them the better I find them."
They please everybody. Guaranteed
by all druggists.
25c.

$5.00
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The Belen Town and
provement Co.
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Hon Biscovory
Price
60ofc $1.00
forC
Fres Trial.

us a oniiltlre, ir'ven instant re
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I lief. Dr.isnrartarrd for Piles ami I lett
ing of the private parts. Every box Is
warranted,

Willlnms'lnrilnnFUeOlnt-men-

t

llv drunalsts. b mail on

re- -

of prlfo. ftO cent and fl.OO. WILLIAM?
cllt
K'HIIFICTUHINB
fl.. rrops.. If veiaiul. Ohio.

FOR SALE BY S. VANN

& HON.

DON J. RANKIN & CO.
IV OUT OP THE COLD
INSURANCE, REAL. ESTATB7
FIRE
we appreciate a perfectly
heated
LOANS.
house, but It Is not every house that
Automatlo Phone 461.
Is properly warmed. If yours la lackRoom 10, N. T. Armljo Building
ing In any way, or If you are undecided what Is the best system to Install In a new house and need Infor THE HIGHLAND LIVER
mation that is trustworthy and valBAMBItOOK BHOB. Prop.
uable, let us know of your trouble.
We are specialists for hot water, hot LIVERY AND HOARDING STABLE
SADDLE HORSES SPECIALTY
air and steam heating.
The "Sadie" for Mountain Parties
and at special rates on week day
Standard Plumbing & Heating Co Auto.
Phono 604. No. 112 John BU
COMING

A. E. WALKER,

Elks' Opera House
SATURDAY

9

FEBRUARY

with Raube and Mauger
Of flee, 115 North First St,
' ALBUQUERQUE, N. M.

'

TOTI A QUAD!

"THE RAGGED

Dealers In Groceries, Provisions, Hay.
Grain and Fuel.
Fine Line of Imported Wines Liquors
and Cigars. Place your orders for
this line with us.
NORTH THIRD ST.

Nothing Finer Will be Here
All Season.
Irice

75, 11.00 and $1.50
Box Scats, $2.00.

Seats on sale at Matson'a Thursday,
so that our business men may be able
to see this excellent attraction.
urtain will not rise until 9 p. m.

FEE'S

One.

THIRD STREET

Moat Market
Fresh and Salt Meats
Steam Sausage Factory.
EMIL KLIENWORT
Masonlo Building, North Third Street
All Kinds of

7.

A. SLEYSTER

INSURANCE. REAL ESTATE
NOTARY PUBLIC.
Cromwell Block, AlbuRoom 5,
querque, Automatic Telephone 174

PEERLESS HOME-MADGive us your ROUGH DRY work.
AT WALTON'S DRUG Monday, and get It back Wednesday.
Imperial Laundry Co.
E

"NDIE5,
I

MAUGEtt

In the Modern
Comedy Drama

MESSENGER"

o

W. E.

WOOL

Creston Clark

C

rmm

INBUKANCK.
Secretary Mutual Building Asnoola- tlon. Office at 217 West Railroad

avenue.

ONE
NIGHT
ONLY

ar

j

Dr. Kin'S

William' Indian Plla
will cure Blind,
snd lulling
Piles. Ii absorbs the tumors.
alluys the Itching at once, acta

c

TO BELEN, M. M.

WITH

LUNC8

SDr.

DR. KIME

COME

CURE th

Bureat and ttuickest Our for all
THROAT and LUNO TROUBLES, or MONEY BACK.

ed

fifty-seve-

KILL the COUGH
and

OUGHSaat

i..ni..v.
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Railway Center

A

ALL FAST LIMITED EXPRESS, MAIL AND
FREIGHT TRAIN'S OF THE SANTA FE WILL tiO
OVER THE MAIN LINE THROUGH TO BELEN, EAST
AND WEST, NORTH AND SOUTH.
THE LOTS OFFERED ARE IN THE CENTER OF
THE CITY. WELL GRADED (MANY OF THEM IMPROVED BY CULTIVATION); NO SAND OR GRAVEL.
WE NEED A FIRST-CLASMODERN HOTEL AND A
GOOD,
NEWSPAPER.
OUR PRICES OF LOTS ARE LOW AND TERMS
ON EASY PAYMENTS; TITLE PERFECT; WARRANTY
DEEDS.
PURCHASE
MONEY
CASH.
MAY REMAIN ON NOTE.
ONE-THIR-

TWO-THIRD-

WITH
WITH

8

D

S

MORTGAGE SECURITY FOR ONE YEAR.
PER CENT INTEREST THEREON.

APPLY AT ONCE FOR MAPS AND PRICES
YOU WISH TO SECURE THE CHOICEST LOTS.
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ALBUQUERQUE

PAGE EIGHT.

EVENING CITIZEN.

cause tt comes the day before Wash
ington' birthday, which la a holiday.
School will let out on Thursday night
and stay closed till the Monday

LOCAL AND

PERSONAL

Believe Us

The

taking of depositions In th
s
contest case Is
"till going on at the law offices of
Jones and Rogers. The session for
today was opened at I o'clock this
afternoon, County Clerk Apolonlo A.
Sena being the principal witness.
Thursday's Las Vegas Optic.
C. W. Hudson and wife from
Texas, the city that spent $100,- 000 In a year for advertising matter
to boost It, And the same spirit re- llected In Albuquerque, where they
are stopping for several days.
H. B. Kelly was in town yesterday
from Flagstnff, Ariz. Mr. Kelly Is
connected with the Babbitt Mercantile company, the foremost commercial establishment In northern Arizona. He is now on his way to Kansas City and Galveston, Texas, and
expects to be absent
for aeveral
weeks.
J. P. Moran. Trinidad manager for
the Armour Packing company, ar
rived here this morning on No. 9. He
Is looking after the company's inter
ests In the territory. Mr. Moran will
leave this evening for points south,
accompanied by John Sutherland, Al
buquerque representative for the Armour company.
T. A. Caclavillanl and wife of Wal- senburg, Colo., are here. They came
In response to messages announcing
the death of Benedetto Berardlnelli,
whose funeral occurred yesterday afternoon.
Mr. Caclavillanl formerly
resided in Albuquerque but removed
his family to Walsenburg. He Is related to the Berardlnelli family.
Prof. John II. Crum delivered a
lecture on Robert Burns at the Presbyterian church last night which was
delightfully illustrated with s'ereop- tican views. The audience was taken
to the birthplace of the Scottish bard
and many of the places made famous
by association with the life of the
lecpoet
were
visited.
The
ture was well received and Prof.
Crum was the recipient of much congratulation upon the success of his
He will depart in a
entertainment.
short time on a brief lecturing tour
through the northern part of the territory, according to report.
The Are department was called out
this morning to extinguish a small
blaze in an alley building between
North Second and North Third
streets In the 100 block. The building Is made of brick. It Is Inhabited
by Mary Judd, an aged colored lady,
who is familiarly known as "Grandma." The blaze started from a defective flue. It was quickly extinguished. The approximate damage is
$25. Mrs. Judd is the woman from
whom "Whiskey" Bill, a notorious police character, stole a small savings
bank some time ago and was given
sixty days in the county Jail for the
offense by Judge Crawford.
Larrasolo-Andrew-

from Navajo.
E. P. Howell
L. Chernls of ft. Louts Is here selling "Heaver" hnts.
Howard Hweet was up from San
Marclnl yesterday.
F. 1. Hunlng was In the city from
Los Luna yesterday.
Is expected to
fienrge P. Leai-iiarreturn from Santa Fe this evening.
It. F. Fleischer Is a vlnitor in the
Duke City from Nogalcs, Arizona.
It. M. Hurnett of Mltchel, Ind., Is
among the tourist In Albuquerque
today.
Manynrd Uunsul left lust evening
for n trip to Chicago nnd other eastern points.
and Mrs. Kly
Mrs. Chns.
Douglass Hohlnson, of New York, are
registered at tho Alvarado.
J. Rtlffer and wife, of Muncie, Ind.,
are visitors to the Duke City. They
will remain several days.
II. n. Baldwin has gone to the Pecos, where he will remain for the
present at the Valley Ranch.
Mrs. Martin Mulligan of this city Is
Mary
entertaining her sister, Mrs.
Wilson King of Deadwood, 8. D.
In the play of "The Ragged Messenger," by Ceston Clarke, the curtain will not rise until 9 o'clock.
Howard Clarke of the Benham Indian Trading company left on the flyer today for Arizona to buy Indian
Is In

Stylish Shoes for Women
These beautiful days tempt most anybody to discard high top, heavy winter shoes and treat the feet
to a pair of snappy low shoes.
We have a splendid assortment of Oxfords in
either Vici Kid or Patent Kid, hand turn, extension
soles.
If you are afraid of some chilly days we may have
and consider it rather early to change to low shoes,
we can show you some dainty styles in light weight
high shoes.
Vici Kid Oxfords
Patent Kid Oxfords
Vici Kid Shoes -Patent Kid Shoes

Ppi-khn-

$1.50 to $3.00
$2.50 to $3.50
$2.25 to $5.00
$3.00 to $5.00

goods.

BRIGHAM
Headquarters
Coffee

C. N.
I18-120-

2nd.

S.

The W. C. T. U. held their regular
meeting this afternoon at the residence of Mrs. Livingston, 419 South
Fifth street.
Tickets for Charles B. Hanford, in
"Julius Caesar," go on sale tomorMatson's
row morning at 9 o'clock.
book store.
L. B. Sims of Delphla, Ind., is in
the city on a visit to his sons, who
are employed at the American Lumber company.
L. V. Mockrldge
has succeeded
Robert Schoof os rate clerk at the
local freight depot. Mr. Schoof has
gone to Mexico.
Jake Levy, proprietor of the Stur- ges club, returned on the flyer this
afternoon from a business trip to
Santa Fe.
D. M. D. Welsh returned to the city
this morning from Indianapolis, Ind.,
where he had been called on professional business.
O. A. Matson, who has been confined to his home the past week by a
slight indisposition, may be able to
get down to his store by tomorrow.
Special Review of Alamo Hive No.
1, U O. T. M.. at Odd Fellows' hull
Saturday afternoon at 3 p. m., for
transaction of any business that may
appear.
A called meeting of the Ladies of
the G. A. R. will be held at the home
of Mrs. Greenlaw, 707 South Third
street, tomorrow afternoon,
at 2
o'clock.
E. F. Dimond and wife are here
from their home at Summer Hill, Pa.
They are tourists who will spend several days visiting the various places
of interest about Albuquerque.
E. H. Brlckford of the Lake Valley
Mines company and whose headquarters are at the mines In Sierra county,
was In this city on business yesterday.
Ford Harvey and J. F. Huckel of
the Harvey system of eating and curio
rooms, passed through the city this
morning en route to Ash Fork, Ariz.,
where a new hotel has Just been
opened.
T. O. Losey, the Albuquerque
who was culled east by the
serious illness of his father, will be
absent for about ten days. He will
visit at several Kansas points durhig
his trip.
W. L. Trimble & Co. are making
preparations to send currlagcs to
Sunday for the Indian village
Sunday. One big wagon will leave
the Second street barn at 8 o'clock In
the morning. The round trip fare

9

for

Our Leaders The Celebrated Richelieu Coffees
Packages, 25a and 85c per lb.
1 lb. tins. 45c.

I
I

2

--

8-- lb

lb. tins, 85c.
.tins, $1.00.

Capitol Coffee
3 -- lb. bucket,
$1 00

premium,

with

Golden Gate coffee
l'lb- tins, 40c.
tins, 80c.
nothing like It In the city. Try
I
I

-

b.

Something unique
Bulk coffee. 20o to 40c.

a

ca
&3

GEO. W. IIICKOX -

T. Y. MAYNAUD

CO.

HICKOX-MAYNAR- D

NEW

MEXICO'S

LEADING

JEWELERS

Send in Your Watches for Repairs
THE ARCH FRONT

SOUTH

ALBUQUERQUE

SECOND

HARDWARE

ST.

CO.

Fourth and Railroad Avenue

A Rarebit

Is-le- ta

to be prorfrlvpr-pare- d
should be made
in a Maiiui:! , Kowmin Cutting
! y, no worrying atwut tire,
Ahvav
.ca
f ' .zply a inaicU, ami iu a few lutuutci

lih.

i He

Manning, Davrrnan

will be

80.

Chafing Dish

produced n dainty morsel to resale
your fucsi. La sure to
V.inX your
c la ftv.g I'.ir'i is
.irptitd with th
Ivory tiiBi
patent'.! acanil
clrct fMKl au iouud only in Man
pin,, lAjwuau & Co. Chafing lUsucs,
Tibii

FOR BALK BY

ALBUQUEROUE

HARDWARE

GO,

mm

n

hi

THE

Palace

Diamond
RAILROAD

AVE..

Dlimondi, WUcbM, Jwelr7, C Class. Clocks, Bllrerwars
jour trad .ad guarantee A SQUARE DEAL.
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1MICTOK McCOllMICK.
1IAIUT Cl'ltED.

MQl'Oll

Discount
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AVE.

A

Do It Today
Learnard
1900

THIS GREAT

SEMI-ANNU-
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WOOD.

Green Kill Wood, per load

Doth Phones.
The firm of Lommorl & Matteuccl
corner Seventh and TIJeras, will here
after De known as

CHAMPION GROCERY CO.
Our new telephone number Is

.

.

j.

.f. . . 4.

Including the Celebrated Hart, Schaffner &

Marx Make, WithJValues up to $28.00
For three days only any Suit or Overcoat in this store
(except staple black suits) will be placed on sale at a
lower price than guaranteed clothing has ever been
sold in this town.

Per Suit

Your
Choice for
3 Days

or
Overcoat

SIMON STERN
THE RAILROAD AVENUE CLOTHIER

NORTH FIRST STREET

Between Railroad and Ccppir A ve.

Stoves and Steel Ranges
HARDWARE and RANCH SUPPLIES
Wagon Covers,

Sheep Shears,
Dipping Tanks,

TIN SHOP
In Rear of Store

Harness,
Horse Blankets,
Saddles.

SATURDAY'S SPECIAL SALE.
25c
Comb Honey. 2 for
05c
package of Popcorn
2 cans of Clams
25c
2 cans of Pie Pears
25c
1 gal. can of Catsup
40c
1 gal. can of Syrup
40c
2 cans of California Plums
25c
1 bottle
1 bottle of Chow-Choof Chili Sauce and 1 bottle of
25c
Pickles for
2 pkgs. of Grape-Nut- s
25c
Buckwheat Flour, per pkg
lib
03
Tapioca, per pkg
06
Pearl Barley, per pkg
We have thousands of valentines
for one penny each.
b.

p,

THE MAZE.

KIEKE, Prop.

medal contest announced to be given Monday evening,
has been postponed to Friday even
ing, the 16th, at the Presbyterian
church.
The Ladies' Auxiliary of the B. of
L. E., will give their eleventh annual ball at Colombo hall, February
22. Music furnished by Ellis' arches-trTickets, $1.00.

Wholesale and Retail

o
o
o
O

Iron Pipe, Pumps, Valves, FittingsSteam and Water
SuppliesHose and Belting.
Stoves, Ranges and Granite Iron Ware.
Bar Iron, Steel, Wagon Wood Stock, Blacksmith Supplies.

4)

Mah Orders Solicited

Tho Demorest

a.

FEE'S HOT CHOCOLATE,
DRUG STORE.

WAl-TON'-

HARDWARE

O

I

t IT. mouth rirmt mtrmmt
iS'l
403, North
4oi,te.'
rrmt Mtroot

Albuquerque, Nen Mexico

KECKIYEK'S SALE.
Public Auction.
s'
Wednesday, Feb. 13, at new
building. Furniture, store fixtures, etc.
See adv. later for description of goods.
II. S. KNIGHT.
Receiver.
Ilay-nold-

Home Insurance the Best

EOIt KENT.
brick. N. 14th street. . $30.00
frame, W. H. It. ave.. 11.00
frame N. 8th street... 10.00
- room
furnished,
modern,
good location
40.01
JOHN M. MOOKE HEALTY CO.,
219 W. Gold Avenue,
o
Subscrilie for The ltl.eu anil get
the news.
-

room

refrain from again saying something about Home InEvery time that the proposition presents Itself of the
surance.
tremendous amount of money that Is being sent out .of New
Mexico and Arizona for life Insurance to eastern cities, the conviction conies home with Increased force that a home company ought to
be patronized and the money remain In the West.
The revelations of the past year of the way the enormous surplus of
the big Eastern companies has been handled and speculated with ought to
emphasize the fact that the people of the West should stop pouring their
money Into Eastern channels when it can be placed in home Insurance,
and every dollar of it kept and Invested at home.
It is gratifying to note that home Insurance Is year by year receiving
more and more Its Just deserts. Statistics show that during the past year
home companies far exceeded foreign companies In the amount of busiWhy cannot this same record be made here? It can If
ness written.
every Individual who takes out a policy the coming year will carefully
weigh the proposition of the value It Is to keep his Insurance at home before he puts his name to the application of any Insurance company.
The Occidental Life Insurance Company of New Mexico and Arizona
is owned and controlled by the leading business men of the two territories, and offers exceptional opportunities to ambitious and capable men
and women to sell Its policies.
CANNOT

WE

Honey for
Extracted
Order by Postal.
Allen. Ilox 202, Albuquerque.

iList your property with

Live Men
Crawford

&

Jones

ttO South Second St.
TICKETS

R.R.

on all Fancy Worsted and Cassimere Suits

it 4- -

Suits and Overcoats

'

W. V.

Twenty Per Cent Discount

COMPANY

II.

115-11- 7

$1.00.

SALE

E. L. WASHBURN

.... $3 25

W. H. HAHN & CO.

HONEY

cm
31
sic
Closes Saturday Night February
p p
9th at 10 O'Clock

t

204 W. Gold Arcane

FINAL CLEARANCE OF OUR
ENTIRE STOCK OF

7-

Discount

AL

Lindemann,

COAL

10 lbs. Nice
-- 5-

&

Genuine American block, per
ton
SS.SO
Cerrlllos Lamp
SS.SO
Anthracite Nnt
S8.50
Anthracite mixed
$9.00
Anthracite, stove .and .furnace
sizes
S9.50
Clean Gas Coke
$8.00

anteed, please leave orders at the office of La Opinion Publica. All arrangements for work of that kind
will be made at the above office.
LOUIS TRUJ1LLO.
The Black Cat stockings are what
you want to buy if you care to have
the best in wear and fit at the lowest
prices. , We have all sizes for men,
women and children. Prices range
from 15c to' 60c. C. May's Shoe Store,
314 West Railroad avenue.

6-

lnlt

We

TODAY
We Carry the Largest Stock
of New Pianos Ever Shown
in This Territory.
SECONDHAND Pianos at
your own prices almost
SEE US betore you buy

Notice.

'

Fourth an J Railroad Avenue

AND

k

60U6HT.

SOLD

EXCHANGED

Aitooltllon Offlot
Transactions
Cuarantno

ROSENFIEID'S,

t

IWf.

AfOlV

In the purchase of a Piano

Eitibllsheo'

8,

On Thursday, Friday
and Saturday

We can tave you money

All parties Interested in the construction of cement walks, work guar-

Si- -

Harry B. Weiller arrived on the
limited this morning from New York
where he has been for the past three
Solomon
weeks seeing the sights.
accompanied
his
Weiller,
who
brother east, Is expected home with
In a week or ten days.
A. J. Davey, of Calumet,
Mich..
who spent some time In Albuquerque
last winter, the guest of Bert Baker,
Mr.
arrived on tho limited toduy.
Davey goes to El Faso tonight, with
the expectation of returning to this
city Monday morning.
While In Santa Fe yesterday Geo.
Learnard of the firm of Learnard &
Llndemunn, sold a piano to J. M.
Annya of that place, Albuquerque
merchants get the business no motter
where it is. A local firm recently
sold a piano In El Paso.
The Albuquerque public schools will
observe flag day on February 21st.
The day, according to declaration,
comes earlier, but Superintendent
Spuuldlng has selected the 21st be- -

FRIDAY, EEimUAJlY

1

SOCIAL DANCE
EVERYSATURDAY NIGHT
COLOMBO HALL
Admission

50c

Address Home Office,

18 W. R. R, Ave.

Occidental Life Insurance Company
ALBUQUERQUE, N. M.

DANCING SCHOOL
Ladies Free

HE

0

